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TRILOBITES FRO~ THE MAQUOKETA BEDS OF FAYETTE 
COUNTY, IOWA 
In~oductory. , 
The ~pecimens upon which this paper is 'based represent the 
results of two visits to Fayette county, Iowa, ' made by the 
writer, in the interests of the Fi,eld Museum of Natura~ History' 
of ' Chicago, one in July, 1910, and the other in October, 1912, 
, supplemented by specimens from the collection of Mr. A. G. 
Becker of Clermont, Iowa, and from the collections of the State 
University of Iowa; 
, The Maquoketa beds constitute the uppermost deposits of the , 
, Ordovician system found in the state of Iowa. In a few lo-
calities they are overlaid, unconformably, by Niagaran lime-
stones, but usually they underlie the drift. These beds have 
been worked out by Savage in his "Geology of Fayette , Coun-
ty.111 He divides the formation into Lower, Middle and Upper 
Maquoketa: beds. The Lower mem,ber attain.s a maximum thick-
ness of 95 feet and consists of alternating layers of shale 
and argillaceous limestone. SOome of the layers are ' quite 
fossiliferous. The Middle division consists of 40 to 60 feet of 
cherty limestone with few fossils. No trilobites have been ob-
served from these beds. The Upper division has, a thickness in 
some places of 125 feet. It is composed of a plastic blue-gray 
shale. In the upper portion occurs a zone 8 to 12 feet in thick-
ness, in which are thin calcareous layers composed almost en-
tirely of fossil shells. Below this zone the shale is practically 
barren of fossils, but contains numerous crystals of selenite. 
The lithological characters of the various divisions of the 
' Maquoketa beds are quite constant at the various exposures 
studied. 
'Iowa Geological Survey 190~, Vo1. XV, pp , 433-546. 
.. 
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The Maquoketa beds of Fayette county afford a fauna of un-
usual interest both as to the number of species represented and 
the excellent state of preservation of the specimens. 'Other 
loc.alities afford a greater number of individuals, but few, if 
any, ex~l it in the quality of. the material. Savage2 reports 
68 species divided as follows: Sponges 2, Corals 2, Brachiopods 
31, Pelecypods 4, Gastropods 11, Pteropods 2, Cephalopods 7, 
and Trilobites 9. 
In the material collected and identified . by · the writer, the 
number of species obtained in the various groups agrees prac-
tically with the above list with the exception of the trilobites. 
Of these twenty species were determined. A number of species 
of crinoid·s and cystoids, probab y six or eight species of which 
Savage made no mention, were also found. ' Of the twenty 
species of trilobites twelve were found to be new and are here 
described and figured. Five of the eight species which have 
been previously described are here redescribed and figur~d. The 
remaining three species were too fragmentary to admit of 
description. . 
Thus far the only group that has been critically studied by 
the writer is the trilobites and the finding of so many new species 
in that group would indicate that when the other groups are 
sty-died new material will be· discovered. . A beginning has been 
made on the echinoderms, and so far none of them appears to 
be referable to known species. If they- prove to be new, they 
will probably be described in a .future paper. 
'Loc. cit., p •. 486. 
I,. 
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Classification and Terminology. 
The classification here used is that prepared by Prof. Charles 
E. Beecher and given in the English edition of Zittel's Text-
2 
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FIG . 32. Diagrammatic figure of a Trilobite. 
tudinal lobe of a trilobite. · (a) 
book of 'Paleontology. For 
definitions of the various 
or.ders and families the 
reader is referred to that 
work. 
In order to make clear in 
what sense various terms 
are used by the writer, the 
following gloss·ary is given. 
The letters or figures in 
parentheses refer to text 
figure 32. 
Annulations: The ring-
. like divisions of the axis of 
the pygidium. (13) 
Anterior: Situated in 
front. 
Anterior limb of the 
facial sut'Ltre: The portion 
of the facial suture lying i1;l 
front of the eye. (2) 
Axis: The median longi-
Carapace: The hard shell covering the dorsal surface of a 
trilobite . . 
Caudal spine: A spine at the posterior extremity ·of the 
pygidium. · (12) 
Cephalon: The head of a trilobite. (C) 
Cheeks: The two lateral portions of the head or cephalon of 
a trilobite, divided into fixed (7) and free (5) cheeks by a facial 
suture. 
Compo'Ltnd eyes: Eyes commonly present . upon the free 
cheeks of trilobites; they are made · up of. a large number of 
small facets. (4) 
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Cranidiwm :. The portlonof the head oT 'Cephalon of a trilobite 
lying hetween the facial sutures, comprising ,the glabella and , 
the , fixed cheeks: 
'Distal: Away from the median line. 
Dorsal: ' Pertaining to the back. 
Dors,al furroivs: The furrows or depressions bounding the 
axial or medial longitudinal lobe of a trilobite; same as the 
axial furrows. ( d) 
Doublure: The infolded margin of the trilobite test. 
Facial suture: The 'suture in the head or cephalon of a 
trilobite separating the fixed from the free cheeks.' (2, 6) 
Fixed ,cheek: The portion of the cephalon or head of a 
trilobite lying between the glabella and the facial suture. ' (7) 
F'ree cheek: Lateral portion of the cephalon or head of a 
trilobite, lying between the facial suture and the lateral cephalic 
borde;r. (5) " 
Frontal lobe: That portion of the glabella anterior to the first 
lat~ral furrows. (19) 
Genal angles: The postero-Iateral angles of the cephalon or 
head of a trilobite. 
Genal spines: The posterior prolongation into spines of the 
genal angles of a trilobite. (9) , 
Glabella: The c~ntral or axial portion of the cephalon or 
head of a trilobite. (g) 
H olochroal eyes: Compound eyes of a trilobite whose visual 
area is covered ,with a continuous horny integument. 
'Hypostoma: The und'er lip of a trilobite. " 
,Lateral furrows: The transverse furrows or grooves of the 
trilobite glabella, sometimes continuous across the glabella and 
sometimes greatly modified. (1) These furrows define the 
lobes of the glabella. (IT) 
. Marginal border: 'The thickened or otherwise diffeFentiated 
external border of the cephalon and pygidium of a trilobite. (15) 
' Marginal furro W' : The groove or depr~ssion lying just with-
in ' the ', marginal- border ' of' the cephal on and pygidium of a 
trilobite. (8) , ; 
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:Oqcip,.ital 'b~r:ro,w,: , ' The .. PQsteriQr transverse 'grp.Qye .. ,~1(/~ur­
rQW 'Of the: glabella 'Of a tri1Qbite, lying in, frQnt 'Of the oooiRH~} 
segment. (16) . ' ',,:'~, 
, Occipital lobes: Small" l~teral lQbes, Q~ the Qccipi,ta), s~gmAent 
,present in SQme trilQbites, which are mQrphQlQgically diff~r-e~t , 
frQm the lateral lQbes 'Of the glabella. , ' , " . , " \ 
Occipital or neck segment: The PQsteriQr transverae--seginent 
'Of the trilQbite glabella, lying between the PQsteriQr margin ' and 
the occipital furrQw. , (3) 
Oct/Jar ridges: Ridges extending frQm near. the anteriQr ex- ' 
tremity 'Of the glabella tQ the eyes in SQme trilQbites. The eye 
lines. 
Palpebral lob es : LQbes 'Of the fixed cheeks within the margins 
'Of the eyes. The eye lQbes. (18) 
Pleurce :' The tWQ lateral 1Qngitudina1 lQbes 'Of a trilQbite, 
applied chiefly tQ the' thQracic regiQn and t~e pygidium. (p) I 
Pleural grooves: GrQQves 'On the pleurre 'Of the thQracic seg-
ments. (14) , , 
Pleural ribs: The fused segments in the' lateral lQbes 'Of: the 
pygidium. (10) . 
Post-axial region: The flattened area 'Occupying the median 
PQrtiQn 'Of the pygidium 'Of SQme trilQbites, PQsteriQr , t<;> the 
elevated axis. (11) 
Post-cephalic margin: The PQsteriQr margin 'Of the head 'Or 
cephalQn. 
Poster'ior cheek furrow: The marginal furrQws 'Or 'grQQves 
present in SQm,e trilQbites, which extend acrQSS, the cheekE\ frQm 
,the extremities 'Of the 'Occipital furrQWQf the glabella. towards 
,the genal angles. (8) ,' " " ', 
Posteiiorlimboj'iacial suture: That PQrtiQn 'Of the facia:! 
,suture extEmding frQm the; PQsterior extremity 'Of the eye, tQ the 
''posteriQr ''Or t::iteral margin 'Of 'the cephalQn. (6) '. 
, Pr()x'i'YIial: " TQward' the median line. ", '" 
Punctate : H~ving minute ' depressiQns ' 'Or pits. 
Pustulose : CQvered with pustules Q~ blister-likepr'Qmine:ri.ce~. ' 
Pygiditim : The' taii or : PQsteribrregiQ'n "Qf ; JP',e- trilobite 
test. (P) , 'j ~,,:,~'~~:':I,':':-:'~:,,~,;l,~ . 
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Schizochroal eyes: Compound eyes of the trilobites in which 
the visual area is occupied by small openings for the separate 
facets. 
Segments: The transverse divisions of the thorax or 
pygidium. 
Test: The hard outer covering of the trilobite. 
Thorax: The central segi:nented region of the body of trilo-
bites. (T) 
Ventral: Pertaining to the under surface. 
Description of Genera and Species. 
Order OPISTHOPARIA. 
Family ASAPHIDAf, Emmrich. 
Genus ISOTELUS DeKay 1824: 
Cephalic and caudal shields of nearly equal size with broad in-
folded margins; glabella nearly smooth, not lobed; free cheeks 
large: sometimes m~eting in front of the cranidium; eyes promi-
nent holochroal; hypostoma deeply forked; . thoracic axis. wide; 
pygidium obsc~rely lobed, segmentation often obsolete at matur.--
ity. This genus is distinguished from Asaphll's by the absence of 
the lobation of the glabella, the distinct segmentation of the 
pygidial a;x:is and the wider thor;:tcic axis. 
IsoTELus GIGAS DeKay. 
1824,1. · gigas DeKay, Ann. Lyceum Nat. Hirst. N. Y., Vol. I, p. 
174 PI. 12, fig. 1, PI. 13, fig. 1. 
1897, 1. gigas Clarke, Pal. Minn. Vol. III, pt. 2, pp. 701 and 
70.6. 
A portion of a pygidium from the Lower Maquoketa at Cler-
mont and one from the Upper Maquoketa at Patterson's Springs, 
on account of their size are . doubtfully referred to this species. 
,These are the representation. of this specie.s from Fayette county 
in the Field Museum collection. The State Univer,sity of Iowa 
has in its collection a nearly complete 'individual of this species 
from the Maquoketa of Flore~ceyille, Howar~ county" Iow:a, so 
that the species may be looked for in Fayette county. 
, , .' . 
IsoTELu~ MAXIMUS Locke., 
, 1838, 1. mf1.ximus. Locke, Sec. Ann. Repb., Geol. Surv., Ohio, 
, . p. '246, figs. 8; 9~ " ' ..' . 
1841,1. megistos Locke, Trans. Am. Geol. and Nat., p. 221. . 
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1897, I. maa;imus Clarke, Pal. Minn. Vol. III, pt. 2, pp. 701 
and 706. 
This species is represented in the Field Museum collections by 
one cephalon in which the specific characters are well shown 'and 
several pygidia which probably , belong to the species. They 
were found near the top ,of the Lower Maquoketa, beds a.t Cler-
mont. Most of the specimens of Isotelus from this locality 
which have been referred by other authors to I. maximus al'e 
here referred to I. iowensis Owen. (See remarks under that 
species.) I' 
IsoTELus IOWENSIS Owen, Plate XIV, ,:figs. 1-2. 
1852, I. iowensis Owen, Rept. Geol. Surv. Wis., Ia. and Minn., 
p., 577, PI. IIa, figs. 1-7. 
1913, I. iowensis Slocom, Field Mus. Nat. Rist., Geol. Ser. 
Vol. 4, p. 48, PI. XIII, figs. 1, 2. 
, 'The general form and contour of the cephalic shield closely 
resemble tha t of I. gi.qas DeKay; but the facial sutures do not 
converge in front to form a distinct angle, but describe three 
parts of a circle as ' in Asaph1~s expansus. The eyes are reticu-
lated and the middle lobe of the caudal shield is defined (though 
sometimes somewhai indistinctly), but the segments are only ob-
scurely pronounced. The glabella is but obscurely defined, and 
the genal angles are produced into spines. The thorax consists 
of eight segments. ' 
"From I. megistos, it differs i,n the eyes being set closer to-
gether; in the spines , being longer, extending as low as the ' 
caudal shield; the pygidium more regularly ,elliptical, . and its 
axial lobe more distinctly defined. 
"From the bituminous limestone, mouth of Otter creek, 
Turkey river, Iowa." 
The original description, of which the above is practically a 
cqpy, IS so incomplete that it seems advisable to redescribe the 
species in more detail. 
, Body sub elliptical, length ab'out twice the greatest breadth, 
moderately convex, trilobation not well developed: Entire sur-
face finely punctate, the punctre being larger and more pro-
nounced on the free cheeks and less conspi'cuous on the marginal 
borders than on other parts of the test. 
IS ' , 
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, Cephalon semi~oval in outline, marginal border: defiIl:ed by a 
marginal furr.ow which originates on the genal spines as an 
angular groove and develops into a shallow oOnca.ve ' furrow 
gradually widening to the fr<;>ut of the glabella. Dorsal furrows 
'shallow, converging toward the, median line in paSSIng th~ 
p~pebral 'lobes, then diverging to about their original distance 
apart. Cranidium moderately convex, greatest convexity just 
in front of the eyes, concave where the marginal furrow Crosse::! 
it. The anterior margin of the cranidium forms the margin of 
the cephalon. ,Fixed cheeks very small, not well defined. Free 
cheeks large, with long genal spines, convex near the eyes, not 
produced in front of the glabella: ' The facial sutures originate on 
the posterior margin of the cephalon about midway between the 
dorsal furrows and the lateral margins, from whencEl they con-
verge forward in a sigmoid curve to the crest of the eye lobes, 
which they follow, thence forward and outward in an arcuate 
curve, meeting the anterior ,margin of the cephalon in front 
of the anterior angles of the eyes; here the sutures bifurcate, 
,one fork following the anterior margin until it meets the fork 
from the other side in a continuous curve or slight angulation, 
never in a distinct angle; the other fork passes over the margin 
and curves across the doubhire to the ba~e of the hypostoma 
; (Plate XIV, figure 2). Hypostoma forked posteriorly, only 
slightly constricted at the base, greatest width about three-fifths 
the length. Compared with 1. gifJIas the forks point more directly 
backwa1;'d making the notch between them narr'ower. Eyes 
lunate, prominent., situated less than their own length in front 
of the posterior margin of the cephalon, rather near together 
. for the ,genus. A rather irrdistin'ct posterior cheek furrow ex-
tends across the fixed cheeks. Occipital ring and furrow ob-
solete. 
Thorax composed of eight segments. Dorsal furrows shallow, 
ill-defined; axial lobes depressed convex, not tapering, occupy~ 
' ing more than one-third but less ,than' one-half the width of the 
thorax; pleural lohes curving gently upward from the dorsal 
'furrows, then more abruptly downward to the lateral margins; 
each segment arching gently forward on the axial lobe, and 
curving sl!ghtly backward towards t.he extremities of the pleurre. 
~ , . 
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A shallow concave furrow crosses the axial iobe, originating on 
the posterior margins 'at the .dorsal furrows. A more ,pronounced' , 
subangular furrow ori.ginates on the anterior margin of ,each 
pleuta at the dorsal fur~ows and passes diagonally outward and 
backward' about three-quarters the length of the pleura. The 
distal portion of each pleura ' is distinctly flattened anteriorly. 
The flattening occupies. nearly , the entire width at the rounded 
extre'mity of the pleura but gradually narrows towards the dor-
sal furrow until it disappears. 
Pygidium slightly narrower and longer than the cephal on, 
rather more convex, with a marginal border of uniform width. 
Axial lobe tapers ab,ruptly near its anterior margin, thereafter 
only. moderately to its prominent, rounded termination, no an-
nulations visible. The segmentation of the pleural lobes is ob-
scure although three or four segments may be distinguished on 
young individuals. All markings are ~ore distinct on young 
than on older individuals. . 
Measurements.-The figured specimen (Field Mus. No. P 
11241) (Plate XIV, figure 1) measures: Cephalon 36.5 mm. 
long, 63.5 mm: wide, thorax 33 mm. long. Another (Field Mus. 
No. P 6969) measures: Cephalon 21 mm. long. "36 'mm. wide, 
thorax 18.5 mm. long, 36 mm. wide. Pygidium 24.4 mm. long, 
34 mm. wide, entire length 63.9 mm. 
Remarks.-Specimens of this species have been usually re-
ferred to 1. maximus Locke, but the writer is convinced that they 
belong to Owen's species as the Field Museum collection contains 
one ne.arly complete individual and quantities of less complete 
ones that were collected at the type locality which agree with 
Owen's description. The , character which most easily distin-
guishes 1. iowensis from I. maximus is the position ·of the facial 
sutures. In 1. ioW'ensis they follow the anterior margin of the 
cephalon and unite in a curve or indistinct angle~ , In I. maximus 
the sutures run subparallel to the anterior margin and meet in 
a distinct angle so that the free ,cheeks are produced in front of 
the glabella, while in I. iowensis the cheeks terminate in front 
of the eyes. Owen describes the genal spines as extending the 
entire length of the thorax, but hi~ original figures show the 
spines much shorter. In the specimens 'before ' the writer the 
length of the spines seems to' be a ~ariable 'character. . 
" 
I 
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Locality' and horizon.---.:."Isotelus Zone" near the base of the 
Lower Maquoketa beds near where Qtter creek empties into 
Turkey river at Elgin, and at Clermont. An hypostoma, un-
doubtedly belonging to this, species, was found on a slab at the 
top of the upper Maquoketa beds at Patterson's Springs. 
, , 
Genus IDJGALASPIS Angelin 1878. 
Cephalon having itf3 anterior portion large and flattened. 
Glabella short, more or less prominent, in front of Which the 
facial sutures unite, usually, in a long drawn out point. , Doublure 
o~ the cephalon divided by a median suture. Rypostoma arched, 
not forked, ema,rginate or drawn out in a point posteriorly. 
Thoracic axis small, pleurre rounded at the ends. Pleurre of the 
pygidiu.m grooved, dQublure of the pygidium narrow with a 
channel-like excavation. Range, Ordovician, Europe and North 
America. 
This generic description IS adapted from , Schmidt"s3 discus-
sion , of the Asaphidre. Beecher4 , makes the presence of Ii well-
defined, cylindrical glabella the distinguishing feature of the 
genus, but a study of the various European species discloses the 
fact that the form and definition of the glabella are variable 
characters. ' ' 
MEGALASPIS BECKERI5 S~ocom, Plate XV, figure 5. 
1913, M. beckeri Slocom,' Field Mus. Nat. Rist., Geol. Ser., Vol. 
4, p. 50, PI. XIV" fig. 5. 
Type specimen in the collection of Mr. A. G. Becker. 
General outline of the test sub elliptical with its anterior mar-
gin produced into a long acuminate process, trilobation only 
moderately well developed. Entire surface appears smooth to 
the unaided eye, but under a lens, minute, rounded pustules are 
visible scattered over the surface. These pustules are larger 
and nearer together in the axial region, especia1ly just in front 
of the gla bella: 
. Cephalon ' subtriangular inoutline,~ith all sides of the tri-
angle concave, marginal border narrqw and not well defined. 
The posterior portion of the cephalon is convex, the anterior 
• I" '."
"Rev. Ostbaltischen Silo 'Trilobiten Abt. V. lief. 1 and 4. 
, ' Zittel -Eastman Text-book Pal" p : 630, 1st.. 'Ed. 
' This name was proposed by Mr. E. O. Ulrich and the figure is from a photo-
graph furnish~d , by him: " . 
-""-. ~ 
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portion flattened. and produc~d in~o a .long ~cuminate process 
pointing obliquely upward. Dorsal furrows visible only in the 
occipital region. Glabella not. defined laterally or ant.eriorly, 
depressed convex, gr.eatereleva~ion at its posterior . margin, 
which is the greatest elevation of the entire test. Fixed cheeks 
not defined. Free cheeks large, widest near the eyes, where they 
slope abruptly to the lateral margins i the . genal angles are 
produced into short spines, extending directly backward as far 
as the sixth thoracic segment; the anterior portions narrow 
gradually forward until they meet at the anterior margin. The 
facial sutures originate on the posterior margin of the cephal on 
about midway between the dorsal furrows and the genal angles, 
converging slightly to the eyes; in front of the eyes they oon-
verge more rapidly, extending subparallel to the antero-Iat~ral 
margins of the cephalon and meeting in front of the glabella . 
. The palpebral lobes are prominent, their proximal edges being 
produced towards the median line of the glabella and int.errupt-
ing the dorsal furrows; the transverse ridges thus fo~ed a~~ 
pear to be comparable to lateral glabella lobes rather than ocu-
lar ridges. Form of the eyes not known, but one of the palpebral 
lobes on a cranidium (Field Mus. No. P 16998) indicates that 
they were elevated similar to those of Nileus vigilans. Occipital 
segment and furrow obsolete. Shallow posterior cheek furrows 
extend laterally from the dorsal furrows, meeting the lateral 
furrows near the ,genal angles. 
Thorax composed of eight segments. Dorsal furrows shallow; 
axis depressed convex, slightly 'tapering post~riorly; occupying 
somewhat more than one-third the width of the thorax; no trans-
verse f~rrows; the pleural curve outward and then abruptly 
downward to the ' lat,eral margins; distal extremities rounded.; 
angular furrows originate at the dorsal furrows and cross the 
pleural diagonally. 
Pygidium slightly narrower and much shotter than the 
cephalon, 'marginal border defined only 'near the posterior mar-
gin. Axis. tapering to a 'prominent rounded termination well 
within the margin. The pleural lobes ' curve abruptly to the 
lateral margins. The segmentation of the pygidium is not visi-
ble on the outer surface of the. test, but on .its inner surface 
some traces may be found on both axis and pleural. 
- ~ "\ . 
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The measurements of the type' specimen are as follows :'Length 
over all 89.1 rilIn~; width at genal angles 37.2 'mm.,; length of 
the cephalon on median line 42:5 mm. ; length of cephal on includ-
ing genal angles ' 57 mm.;' length . of thorax 21.3 ~m.; width of 
thorax at anterior segment 33 ' mm.; length of pygidium 26.5 
mm. ; width of ,pygidium at anterior margin ,29.5 mm. 
So far as known to the writer, only two American species have 
been referred to 'this genus. These are M. ~ goniocems Meek 
from the Quebec group of Utah and M.belemnura White from 
a similar horizon in Nevada. These species were described 
from pygidia only" so that their reference is, somewhat doubtful. 
Judging from the descriptions, and figures of the above speci~s, 
neither of them closely res'embles the py,gidium of M. beckeri; 
so that comparison must be made with 'European species. In 
general form M. beckeri most closely resembles M. exte'rvuata 
Angelin from Gothland, Sweden, but is distinguished from that 
species by not having the glahella defined laterally or anteriorly, 
by having its genal spines less flaring and by havin~ much nar-
rower marginal borders of the pygidium. 
The specific name is ,given in honor of Mr. A. G. Becker, whose 
collection contains , the type specimen. ' . 
Localities and 'horizon.-The species is known to the writer 
by a practically complete specimen, the type, and a nearly, com-
plete cranidium (Field Mus. No. P 16998) . The type is from 
the Lower Maquoketa beds at Clermont and the cranidium from 
a similar horizon at 'Postville Junction . . 
' Genus NILEUS DalIp,an 1826. 
H Oorpus breve, convexum lcpve, sulcis dorsalibus longitudi-
nalibus nullis; segmentis trunci 8. Oculi maximi, laterales." 
(Palceden od~r die Sogenannten Trilobiten, p. 70.) 
The above is Dalman's original description of the genus and 
may be somewhat elaborated as follows: Body elliptical, con-
vex, smooth. Cephalon twice as wide as long, convex, genal 
angles broadly rounded. Glabella undefined litterally, no lateral 
furrows. The facial sutures originate on the posterior margin 
of the cephalon, curve forward to the eye lobes, over which they 
pass, thence with a sigmoid curve to the anterior margin; where 
they meet. Eyes large, lunate, holo.chroal. Rounded hypostoma 
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with elevateq. border . . Eight thoracic segments, indistinctly 
tri-Iobed, axial.Iobe the broader. Pygidium twice as broad as 
long, neither lobed nor segmented, broadly rounded posteriorly. 
Range, Ordovician of Europe and ' North America. . ' 
NILEus VIGlLANS (M;eek and Worthen). Plate XV, fig~res 9-15., 
1875, Asaphu.s 1ligilans M. & W., Geol. , Surv. Ills., Vol. VI, p. 
497, PI. XXIII, fig. 6. ' 
1897, Nileus vigilans Clarke,Pal: Minn., Vol. III, pt. 2, p. 712, 
figs. 17-19 . 
. 1913, N. vigilans Slocom, Field Mus. Nat. Rist., Geol. Ser., 
Vol. 4, p. 52; PI: XIV, figs. 9-15. 
Body convex, trilobation very obscure, subelliptical in outline, 
lateral margins nearly parallel. Surface smooth to the naked 
eye, but under a magnifier the extremities are ornamented with 
transverse impressed lines. These lines are most distinct on the 
doublure and anterior portion of the glabella and rather ,in-
distinct on the pygidium. Free cheeks finely punctate. 
Cephalon sublrinate in outline, somewhat depressed on the 
anterolateral margin, convex, frontal 'slope inflated but not pro-
jecting. MargJ,n marked by a slight recurved elevation; genal 
angles obtusely rounded; free cheeks large, produced in front 
of the cranidium nearly or quite to the median line. Eyes small 
for the genus but prominent, 'situated at points each one-third 
the transverse diameter of the cephalon, and about their own 
.diameter from the posterior margin. The facial sutures orig-
inate on the posterior margin of the cephal on at about one-third 
the distance from the dorsal furrows' to the genal angles, curve 
obliquely forward over the palpebral · lobes, thence in ·sigmoid 
curves to the anterior margin, where they meet. Glabella fur-
rows, dorsal furrows and occipital ring and furrow are ob-
solete on th~ surface of the test, but on casts the location of the 
dorf?al furrows is indicated on each side by pits at the posterior 
margin of the cephalon. These pits are connected by a shallow 
occip'ital furrow, runnirig parallel to the pos.terior margin until 
near the median point, where it' arches forward. . 
, . 
Thorax. composed, of eight broad, flat segments, trilobation 
very obscure; axis ' about three-fourths the entire ~'dth, de- ' 
presserl convex; pleural lobes curving regulariy ~ to the ' laterai 
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margins; segments arched 'slightly fbr:ward on ' the azial lobe, 
somewhat curved backward. On ' enrolled specimens this back-
,ward curve appears greater than it re-ally is on account of the 
fla ttening of th-e anterior 'portion of the pleurre, which originates 
at the dorsal furrows and gradually widens distally. On the 
anterior border at the dor,sal furrow "of each segment are small 
projections which point forward and fit into corresponding 
notches of the preceding segment. The segments are without 
grooves on the test, but' on the casts a shallow groove connects 
the dorsal furrows. --
Pygidium somewhat 'narrower but longer than the cephal on, 
depressed convex, sloping equally to the margins, trilobation 
and segmentation wanting on the Rurface of the test but faintly , 
discernible on the ca sts. 
Remarks.-The Maquoketa specimens, above described, ap-
pe'ar to correspond in practically all ' points to the original de-
scription and 'are from a similar horizon to the type. The Galena 
and Trenton specimens referred, to this species and described 
by Clarke appear to differ as follows: The faGial sutures r'each 
the margin of ' the cephal on in front of the eyes, while in, the 
Maquoketa specimens the sutures reach the anterior margin 
near the median line of the cephalon. ' The front part of the 
cranidium is more inflated in the Maquoketa specimens. 
Locality and horizon.-This species was described originally 
from the Cincinnati shales of Carroll and Kendall counties, II- , 
linois. It has been collected by the writer from the Lower 
Maquoketa beds at C1ermont, Elgin, and Bloomfield, and from 
the Upper Maquoketa bed ' at P'atterson's Springs near Brain-
ard. 
Genus BUMASTUS -MurchIson 1839 . 
t, General characters.-Pars anterior; capitis rot1.tndato-con~ 
vexa, subcequalis; oculis luna tis, glabris, remotis. Pars cos-talis 
s. corpus, sulcis longitudinalibus via; appare.ntib,u,s, costis decem. 
Pars posterior maxima, 'rotundato-turmida, ceq1talis. Omnes 
testce partes ultro citroqu.e, linearum sulca,tarum subtilisimis 
ambagibus 'P'Ilnctu,lisqu~ confertis, 'insignitce:'-' Silurian Sys.~ 
tem 1839, p . 656.) 
,- ~~~ST.US: BECKERI · 
(TltANSL-ATION) , ' 
Generic c.haracters.-Anterior part; (cephalon) rotund, con-
vexity of the head subuniform; eyes lunate, smooth, situated far 
apart. Segmented part of the body; (thorax) longitudinal fur-
rows scarcely discernible, ten segnients. Posterior part (pygi-
, dirim) large, roundly, uniformly tumid. ' All parts of the test 
irregularly marked by impressed lines, interspaces finely , and 
obscurely punctate. , 
The above is the origi:q.al description of the genus.' The author 
states later that th~s~~f~ce ~arkings may be of only specific 
importance and that h.eh~s added them to the generic definition 
provisi onally. ..' 
BUMASTus BECKERI Slocom, Plate XV, figures 1-4. 
1913, B. beckeri Slocom, lfield Mus. Nat. Rist., Geol. Ser., Vol. 
4, p. 54, PI. XIV"fi,gs. 1-4. 
Type specimens.--Rolotype in collection of Mr. A. G. Becker, 
one paratype in collection ' of State University of Iowa, and the 
, other No. P 16708 Field Museum. 
Description.~Body oblong, slightly ovate, Width at the genal 
angles about half the entire length. Dorsal furrows nearly ob-
solete on the cephalon and thorax and " ~J1tirely so on the pygi-
dium. Surface, except in the region of the palpebral lobes, dor-
sal furrows and the anterior central ' portion of th~ glabella, 
marked with indented; transverse lines, more or less parallel 
to each other Emd to the tran.sverse divisions of the test. These 
lines are conspicuous and close together on the doublure, some-
what less so on the cephalon and anterior segments of the thorax. 
On the posterIor segments and pygidium they are inconspicuous 
and discernible only with a magnifier. , 
Cephalon strongly convex, sE:lmicircular in outline; the loca-
, tion of the dorsal furrows indicated by two almost imperceptible 
grooves leading up ,to longitUdinally elongate depressions ' situ-
ated just in front of a line joining the ,anterior edges of the eyes 
and somewhat nearer to the eyes than to the median line of the 
cephalon. These depressions appear as sublunate grooves on 
the casts, but "On the surface of the test only as, a , slight flattep.-
ing. The regular curvature of the cephalon, aside' from-the 
flattening just referred to; ~s interrupted only by the palpeb:pll 
\ . . ' 
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lopes. Eyes far apart, situated at ,about' h~lf their length from 
tIle posterior' margin of .the cephalon. .'Facial sutures originate 
on the posterior margin of the cephalon 'on a level with the lower 
edges of the eyes, from whence they pass forward and upward 
. 'around the eyes, thence obliquely downward to the antero-lateral 
margin of the cephaioll: . Free cheeks ~mall, genal angles QP-
tnsely rounded. Occipital ring not disc.ernible on either test or 
cast. 
Thorax composed of ten segments, smooth and fiat, gradually 
narrowing to the a,lmost obsolete· dorsal furrows', at which 
points they bend backward and 9.0wnward to the. la teral mar-
gins·; the axis occupies about two-thirds of the width of the 
thorax; dorsal furrows appear on the casts as two parallel 
grooves. 
; Py.gidium strongly arched, transversely oyal, length about 
two-thirds the width, no trace of the dorsal furrows. 
Five specimens were used by the writer in making this de-
scription. The holotype (Plate XV, figure 1) is an enrolled 
specimen having a portion of the front of the cranidium rnis-
~ing. It is in the private collection of Mr. A. G. Becker. A 
panitype (Plate XV, figures 2-3) consists of a' complete ceph-
alon attached to nine complete thoracic. segments and a portion 
of the tenth. This specimen was collected by Professor Calvin 
and is a part o~ the geoiogical collection of the State University 
of Iowa. The other paratype (Plate XV, figure 4) is a pygi-
dium attached to the seven posterior thoracic segments. It be-
longs to the Field Museum ' collections (Field Mus. No. P 
16708). Two somewhat distorted natural casts (Field Mus. No. 
P 16854) 'were also used in making this description. These 
casts were presented to the Field Museum by Mr. Becker. The 
dimensions of the ty.pe specimens are as follows: Holotype: 
Ceph~loi:t 18 mm. long, 31.5 mm. wide; pygidium 15 mm. long, ' 
26.4 mm. wide; distance around the coiled specimen 74.5 mm . 
.Nllowance for the .convexity of the cephalon and pygidium 
would make the length, if the specimen were unrolled, about 60 
mm. Spe~irrien from the State University of Iowa: Cephal on 
19.6 ·mm. long, 32.3 mm. wide and 18 mm. thick. .Specimen P 
16708; pygidium 11 mm. long; 19 mm. wide, length of pygidium 
and 'the seve~ posterior segments of the thorax 33 mm. 
. -....... ., , . . . . 
· · ·GENUS THALEOPS -
~ . .. ;', . / , ?03 
, . Re~q,rks'-+~J?eGimens ' or . t.4is species have be~n referred to 
,B. orbicaudat~b$ Billings, by Calvin, Savage, :alid· others in the 
. various Iowa reports . . B. o1"bicaudatus was originally described8 
fro:ql a pygidium only and a complete spechn~n was afterwards7 
:qgured by Billings. ~eferring to this desGription and figure, it 
is evident that B. beckeri is quite' distinct from B. orbicaudatus. 
The cephalon and pygidium are .much longer in proportion to 
their width, and the dorsal furrows are much more distinct i~ 
B. orbicaudat't6S. The orbicular axis of the p'ygidium, which 
is the distInguishing char~cter or' B. orbicaudatu.sj is missing in 
B. be.ckeri. B. beckeri seems to be most closely rela~ed to B. 
bill~ngsi Raymond and ;N arraway, from the Trenton limestone 
of Canada, but it is considerably narrower in proportion to its 
length, the trilobation is much less pronounced and no mention 
isniade In the description of B. billingsi of any transverse lines ' 
on the test. 
The 'specific name is given in honor of Mr. A. G. Becker, whose 
collection contains the holotype. 
Locality and horizon.-All specimens observed are from the 
Lower Maquoketa beds of Clermont. 
Genus THALEOPS CO'nrad 1843. 
"Ovate, profloundly trilobed, lateral lobes wider than the 
middle lobe; buckler (cephalon) lunate, with very remote ocu-
line tubercles, not reticulated; abdomen (thorax) with 10-articu~' 
latio.ns; ribs without grooves and not alternated in size; outer 
half. Qf lateral lobes suddenly depressed.; post~abdomen (pygi-. 
dium) without ribs or grooves and profoundly trilobed." . 
• ' This genus is remarkable for the great width of the buckler; 
and the very prominent laterally projecting smoothoculine 
tubercles. It differs from Bumastus in being profoundly lobed, 
and in .having the side lob.es as in Asaphus much 'wider than the. 
middle lob-e. From lllcenus it may be distinguished by its ovate 
form, want of reticulated , eyes, the .width of the lat.eralIobes,. 
and the profound 10bes ,Qf the taiL " :(Pro.c. Acad: Nat. Sci. Phil., 
1843, VoLI, p. 33L).· . 
'Can . Nat. Geol., Vol. iv, p . 379. 
'Cat. Sil. Foss. Anticosti, p . 27. : .. 
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, ' The above 'is Contad's 'original 'dElscription of' the ' geilUs and 
to it should' be added that tlie 'free 'cheek's are produced iateral-
ly at the ' genal imgies 'into blUnt spines. ' 
" T~ALE,~PS OVATA Co~~ad, Pl~t~ XV, flgW-es 6-8. ' , 
1843,T. , ovata Conrad, Pro c.. A~a~. N~t. Sc.i.PhiL, Vol. , I, 'po 
,332. . 
,1882" lllcenus ovatus Whitfield, GeQl. Wis., Vol. IV, p.238,. PI. 
5"figs; 1-2. 
'1897, T. ovata' Clarke, Pal. Minn., Vol .. III, 'p.t: 2, p. 716, figs. 
, i7~19. 
1913, T. 'ovata Slocom, Field Mus. Nat: Hist.; Geel. Ser., Vol. 
, ' 4; p. 56, P~. XIV, figs. 6-8: " 
, Bqdy broadly ovate, widest at the base of the ' c.ephalon,: dis-
tinctly trilobed, length aho:ut e'qual to the' WIdth at the eye' lobes. 
Cephal on broadly semic.ircular on the anterior margin, very 
iiighly c.onvex. Dorsal furrows dearly defined' on the posterior 
third of the cephalon, obsolete in front. 'Glab'ella convex be-
tween the dorsal fu~rows, not defined in front Eyes small, 
pedunculate, extending laterally and horizontally. Occipital 
segment and furrow very faintly marked, rounded backward,. , 
Free ,cheeks small, produced laterally at the genal angles into 
blunt spines. The facial sutures rise rapidly from the posterior 
m~rgin to th~ 'summit of the ey~ iobes, th~nce round gradually 
, .' , . ( ' 
forward to. the ,anterior margin) which th~y i~tersect in front 
of ,the dorsal ~urrows. ' . , 
. Thorax wider than long, tapering, composed oJ tep smoQth, 
sli.ghtly ,convex segments. Axial lobe depressed, convex; nar-
rower than tne lateral lobes, segments arched forward. Pleurre 
flat' for more than half their width 'fr'om the axis, then bent 
downward, se'gme'nts strongly recurved toward their extremitIes. 
, PygidiuID :pearly fl~t on top and curving !lbruptly to the mar-
gins, short, ~ubquadr~tic. The posterior margin forms a very 
In'oad curv:e, width apollt twice the length. ' Axis prominent, 
narrower than , the thoracic a~is, tapering slightly a'nd ter-
minating bluntly in an elevated extremity, which is Jain:ly 
bilobed '; axis entirely surrounded by the dorsal furrows;, am;lUla-
tions of the axis nearly obsolete. 
GENUS AMPHILICHAS 
'. . ." -
:':05 
The .surfaee .of the eephalonis <fovered with epidermal punctre 
e~cept in the dorsal furrows and on the palpebral lobes. On 
th~ cheeks and anterior portion of the glab€)lla the punctre are 
. vertical and isolated, on the posterior surface of the glabella 
they are oblique and crowded. The surface of the thorax ap~ 
pears to be smooth. Doublure marked with prominent lines 
parallel to the anterior margin. Pygidium sparsely punctate 
on the posterior marg1.n but on the anterior portion the puncta-
tions are deep, coarse, and arranged in transverse rows. 
The foregoing description is based on a practically complete 
specimen frc;:>m the Platteville beds at Mineral Point, Wisconsin, 
in the paleontological collection of the· University of Chicago. 
The Fayette county specimens have been compared with the 
Platteville specimen and agree so well that they must be con-
sidered to be specifically identical, although previously T. ovata 
has been found only at lower geological horizQns. 
This species is represented in the Field Museum collections 
from Fayette county bY 'a nearly complete cranidium from the 
Lower Maquoketa at Clermont and another from the Upper 
Maquoketa at Patterson's S.prings. . 
Family LlCHADIDAf, Barrande. 
Genus AMPHILICHAS Ray,mond 1905. 
(PlatymetopusS Angelin 1854, Paralichas Reed 1902.) 
By combining the various 'characters enumerated in previous 
descriptions this genus may be described as follows: 
. Cephalon broadly subtriangular, tuberculate. Anterior lobe 
of the glabella dominating the other lobes, and contilll.l.ous with 
the axis; a single pair of lateral glaoella furrows opening di-
rectly into the occipital .furrow; no third lobes; all lobes de-
pressed convexJ all furrows narrow; dorsal furrows concave 
inward; occipital ring forming a band. Pygidium with two rings 
on the axis; post-axial piece not defined posteriorly; three pairs 
. of pleur::e, each with pleural furrow and free point; third pair 
incompletely defined' from post-axial piece, ' points short and 
blunt. 
·Platymetopus Ange'Jin, 1854, preoccupied by Dejean, 1829, for genus of Coleop -
tera. Paralichas Reed, 1902, sugge·sted in its place. preoccuppied by White, 18 59 , 
a lso for Coleopte ra . . 
' . 
" 
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.A;MPHILICHAS RHINOCEROS Slocom, :Plate ·;XVI, figures . 5-6 . . 
1913, A. rhin.Qce~os Slocom, Fi~ld Mus. Nat. Rist., Geol. :Ser:, 
. VoL 4, p .. 58, PI. XV, figs. 5-6. . 
Type· specimen No. P 11181 Field Museum. 
Glabella large, occupying nearly the entire width of the 
cranidium, depressed convex posteriorly~ inflated in front, 
subpentangular in outline; rounded anteriorly, greatest width 
just in fr9n.t of the eyes; the single pair of glabella furrow.s 
originates on ' the lateral margins, curves gently inward and 
backward for about half the length of the glabella, thence back-
ward subparallel until they join the occipital furrow. They thus 
divide the glabella into a median .and·two lateral lobes. Median 
lobe ·broad in front, posterior half only slightly convex, anterior 
half abruptly inflated, length about two and one-balf ,times the 
width at the occipital furrow. Lateral lobes undivided, mar~ ' 
gins subparallel, width about -equal to that of the median lobe, 
moderately convex except in front where ' they bend outward 
and downward 'to the lateral margins; greatest elevation near 
the dorsa) furrows in line with the palpebral lobes, where. large 
nodes rise abruptly from the dorsal furrows but elsewhere 
gradually; these nodes form the bases ·of the two, long, lateral 
spines. The occipital segment forms a wide, depressed, trans-
verse band, widest in the middle and gradually narrowing 
towards the dorsal furrows ; posterior margin slightly concave, 
with a w-ell developed doublure. Dorsal furrows, as well as 
glabella and occipital furrows, narrow but well defined. Fixed 
cheeks small, depressed, convex, aside from the palpebral lobes, 
which rise abruptly; tKe only portion of the palpebral lobes ob-
served is that attached to the fixed cheek. This is elevated, 
lunate in form with the convex side toward the dorsal furrows. 
The marginal border of the cephalon is represented by only· a 
single, somewhat crushed fragment, but this fragment indicates 
that there was a 'narrow marginal border similar to that of A~ 
bicornis Ulrich. Eyes and free cheeks not preserved. Surface of 
the cephalon finely papillose, with tubercles of various. sizes more 
or less regUlarly arranged thereon. Two of the larger of these . 
tubercles occur along the median line. of the glabella, one on 
each lateral lobe, and 'three form a transverse row on the oc-
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cipital segment·; aside from these .tubercles, the inflated anterior 
portion of the glabella' support's a pair of recurved hornlike 
processes, 2.5 mID. in diameter and 29 mm. long (measured on 
the outer side of the curve) ; these processes diverge somewhat 
and curve upward, then backward. Another pair of processes 
of about the same size .occurs; one on each lateral lobe of the 
glabella, near the dorsal furrow, in line 'with the eyes. Exact 
length of the lateral pair of processes not known. 
Thorax and pygidium unknown. 
The specimen (Field Mus. No. ' P 11181) on which the above 
description is based consists ot a nearly complete 'cranidium of 
which the inner surface of the test is exposed with one of the 
anterior horns complete and in natural position and one of the 
lateral ones bent outward with the end missing. The dimensions 
are as follows: 'Length of cranidium, along the median line, 
32 mm.; greatest width of glabella (in front of eyes) 42 mm.; 
width of median glabella lobe on anterior margin 18 mm.; width 
at occipital furrow 11.5 mm.; width of lateral lobes 11.5 mm.; 
width of occipital segment on median line 7 mm. ; width at dorsal 
fu~rows 5.5 mm. 
Remarks.-In' general form and proportion the cranidium 
above described approaches A. bicornis Ulrich, from a similar 
horizon in Minnesota, but is distinguished from that species by 
the number and position of the hornlike processes as well as by 
the variation in size of the surface tubercles; also in a side view 
of the ,glabella of A. bicornis the outline of the surface is convex,. 
while in A. rhinoceros the outline near the middle is concave, 
due to the inflation of the anterior portion. 
Locality and horizon.-Upper layers of the Lower Maquoketa. 
beds at Elgin . . 
AMPHILICHAS CLERMONTENSIS Slocom, Plate XVI, figure 7. 
1913, A. clermontensis Slocom, Field Mus. Nat. Rist., GeoL 
Ser., Vol. 4, p. 59, PI. XV,- fig. 7. 
Type specimen No. P 11257 Field Museum. 
Cephalon subtriangular, broadly rounded anteriorly, much 
shorter in proportion to the width than A . rhinoceros. Glabella 
convex, greatest elevation just in fr.ont of the' center, to which 
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pbint 'it rises gradually from thep6sterior and lateral margine 
and much more abruptly anteriorly; subpentangular in outline, 
widest in fFont of the eyes; 'a single pair of ghtbella furrows 
originates on the lateral margins, curves abruptly inward and 
upward, then converges backward until it meets the occipital 
furrow, forming a large median lobe and ' two smaller lateral 
lobes. Median lobe very b'road anteriorly, more than twice the 
width at the occipital furrow: It comprises nearly two-thirds 
of the glabella. Lateral lobes undivided, mar,gins subparallel, 
conforming to . the general convexity of the glabella, abruptly 
bent downward anteriorly . . Occipital segment a flat or slightly 
concave, transverse band, widest at the juncture of the occipital 
and glabella furrows, narrowing slightly to the median line and 
more so lat~rally. Occipital and glabella furrows narrow hut 
distinct. Surface smooth to the naked eye, but a magnifier shows 
it to be covered with variously sized pustules. No nodes or 
spines interrupt the regular curvature of the cephalon, 
Thorax and pygidium unknown. 
The specimen here described (Field Mus. No. P 11257) con-
sists of an incomplete glabella. r.che cheeks and . marginal 
border are entirely missing. The median lobe ' and one lateral 
lobe are nearly complete, and the other lateral lobe is somewhat 
less so. The occipital, one dorsal and the, glabella furrows are 
well indicated and the median portion of the occipital segment 
is intact. While the specimen leaves much to be ·desired, yet 
the generic characters are well shown and the specific characters 
fairly well. . 
The dimensions are as follows: 
Length of glabella on median line (exclusive of oc~ 
cipital segment) ... . .................... . ..... 24.5 mm. 
Greatest width of glabella (in front of the eyes) .... 30 mm. 
Width ·of glabella at occipital furrow .... ' .......... 26 mm. 
Width of median glabella lobe . on anterior margin, 
about .. . . , ..... . ... .... . .. ..... ............... 24 mm . 
. Width.of ;median. glabella lobe on occipital furrow ! .. 11.5 mm. 
Width .of lateral gh1?ella lobes .......... . . .......... ~·.5 mTI?-. 
Length of lateral glabella lobes .... . ...... . ....... 17 ' . mm. 
Width of occipltal ~egment o~ ~edia:n: line . .. '. . . . .. 3."5 mm. 
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Width Of oc'cipital segment behind glab'ellaJilrrows . .. 4 .,2 mm. 
Amphilichas clermontensis is distinguished from the' other 
member's of this genus by the much greater width of the glabella 
in proportion to its length and by its more nearly' arcuate curva- . 
ture both longitudinally and transversely. In surface.ornanien- . 
tation it resembles A. circullus from the Trenton, but in form 
it is quite distinct from that species. 
Locality and horizon.~Lower· Maquoketa Beds, Clermont. 
Order PROP ARIA. 
FaJ?ily fNCRINURIOAf, Linnarsson. 
Genus ENCRINjrRUS Emmrich 1844. 
"Cephalon tuberculate; glabella pyriform, prominent;. free 
cheeks narrow, separated in front by a small rostral plate; 
eyes small, elevated on conical prominences; thoracic segments 
elev(ln; p'ygidium triangular, numerous annulations on the axis, 
pleurre with few ribs." Range, Ordovician and Silurian, Europe 
dnd America. (Zitt el-Eastman Text-b,ook Pal.; p. 634.) 
Vogdes9 ,divided the above genus by placing all species with-
out genal spines in Cryptonymus Eichwald, but his point does 
not appear to be well taken for two reasons. (1) In 1825 Eich-
wald described the genus Cryptonymus with C. scholotheimi as 
genotype . . Seven other species were placed in the genus. The 
genotype and three others were found to belong to the genus 
Asaphu..s Brong., the balance. to Illcenus Dahlman. In 1840 
Eichwald again used the name Cryptonymus for a genus entirely 
different from the one described in 1825, thus using a pre-
occupied name. (2) The -presence or absence of genal spines 
does not appear to, the writer to be of generic importance. 
ENCR~NURUS PERNODOSUS Slocom, Plate XVII, figures 5-7. 
1913, E. pernodosus Slocom, Field Mus. Nat. Rist., GeoL Ser., 
Vol. 4, p. 61, PI. XVI, figs. 5-7. " 
Type specimens Nos. P 17038 and P 16930 Field Museum. 
Body ovate in outline, trilobation distinct, without genal or 
caudal spines. 
Cephalon sublunate in outline, anterior margin inflated, width 
more than twice the le~gth. Glabel~a subhemis'pherical, width 
. ., . . 
' Trans. Sa n Diego Soc. Nat. Hist. Vol. I, No. 2, ' p . 74. 
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sori1ewh~t le~s than the length, · sl~gl?-tly protruding." beyond· the 
anterior margin; thre~ pairs ofi~distinct lateral glabella . fur.: 
rows . define the lateral lobes ; these furrows riipidly decrease in 
depth fro!p. .the· dorsal furrows and beconie obsolete among the 
tubercles; a well-defined furrow originates on the ' dorsal fur-
rows about. midway between the ~nterior lateral glabella furrows 
and the anterior marginal furrow and bends· slightly forward in 
crossing the anterior lobe of the · glabella; anterior glabella lobe 
large, comprising nearly half the glabella, lateral lobes quad-
rangular, decreasing rapidly iIi · size posteriorly; occipital seg-
ment narrow, resembling the axial portion of one of the thoracic 
segments in size and form; occipital furrow narrow, angular, 
well-defined; dorsal furrows deep, angular, diverging ~oniewhat 
from the occipital furrow to the anterior marginal furrow; 
cheeks· subtriangular in outline, depressed conical in form, 
sloping gradually to the p;:tlpebral lobes; eyes small, peduncu-
late, . holochroal; facial sutures originating at the genal angles; 
passing directly to the palpebral lobes, which they cross, thence 
obliquely forward, crossing the. dorsal furrows and ~ubp\'1rallel 
to ·the furrow crossing the glabella, until they meet the rostral 
plate, where they bend abruptly forward to the anterior mar-
gin; free cheeks l~rge, more than twice the size of the fixed 
cheeks; marginal borders well-defined by the margi.nal furrows, 
those of the posterior margin narrow, those of the lateral mar-
gins wide, gradually narrowing to the anterior margin; genal 
angles rounded, ending in a large tubercle. . Surface of the 
glabella covered with large rounded tubercles, that of the cheeks 
near the dorsal and lateral marginal furrows tubercular, other 
portions covered with elongated. pits radiating from the eyes; 
surfaee of the occipital segment and marginal borders fineIv 
granulose. Hypostoma broadly elliptical, convex. . • 
Thorax composed of eleven segments; axis convex, about the 
same width as the pleurre; tape!ing slightly posteriorly,' pleurre 
curving regularly to the lat~ral margins; surface of the thoracic 
segments finely granulose, ornamented with indistinct nodes; 
thes~ vary from two to four on the axis and one or two on each 
pleura; no . pleural grooves. 
Pygidium triangular, convex, width somewhat greater than 
the length, rounded ·posteriorlY, no caudaI' spines. Axis convex, 
I 
. " 
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cQnical, Qccupying a'bo,rtt 'Qrie~third the anteriQr margin Qf , the 
pygidium, with many ,l;lnmilatiQn.s, which diminish in size and, 
distiI,lctness p'.Qste~iQrly I'lQ that the number v~,sible depends to 
a .great extent 'Qn 'the amQUnt Qf ab-rasiQn to. ~hicli the spedmen 
has bee,n subjected j mQst :Qf the annulations ' bear 'two. to. four 
rQunded nQdes, having, decided pits in their apices. ,Pleurre cQm-, 
PQsed Qf ,seven distip.ct ribs, which curie slightly upward and 
then dQwnward' and backward to. the margins jeach rib Qrna-
mented.with two. Qr mQre rather indistinct nQdes near the dQrsal 
furrQws and with a prQminent knQblike dista~ end. 
DimensiQns of the. type specimen: 
Length Qf cepha1Qn ...................... . ' ....... 10 mm. 
Width Qf cephalon at genal angles ................ 17 : 5 mm. 
Length Qf glabella exclusiye Qf Qccipital segment. . .. 8.4 rom. 
Width Qf glabella Qn anteriQr margin. . . . . . . . . . . .. 8.0 mm, 
Width Qf glabella Qn Qccipital furrQw ... , . ',' . . . . .. 5.0 rom. 
, Entire length Qf bQdy measured Qn a cQiled speci- , 
men ' ........... ' ..................... , .... : .... 32.0 rom 
Length Qf pygidium (Field Mus. No.. P 16930) ...... 8.2 mm. 
Width Qf pygidium. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9.6 rom. 
Width 'Qfaxis at anteriQr margin ....... " . . . . . . . . 3.6 mm. 
The species is known frQm the hQIQtype (Field Mus., No.. P 
17038) in which the cephalQn, abQut tWQ-third.s Qf the thQrax and 
mQst Qf the pygidium are preserved, frQm five detached pygidia 
and frQm Qne specimen in which the entire pygidium is attached 
to. all but the anteriQr segment Qf the thQrax. ' 
In general fQrm and prQPQrtiQns the species here described 
resembles E. variolans, BrQJ+gniart, fr.Qm the WenlQck Lime-
stQne Qf England, but the tubercles are much larger, the trans-
verse furrQw Qn the glabella is missing and the annulatiQns Qf 
the pygidia are fewer in number. E. sexcosta;t~~s Salter 'PQs-
s'esses the transverse furrQw, but that seems to. be abQut the only 
resemblance with this species. 
, Locality and horizon.-The holQtype is frQm the tQP Qf ' the 
,LQwer MaquQketl:J, beds at BlQQmfield. The species has been ' 
fQund at a similar horizQn at OlermQnt' and Elgin; and at a SQme-
what lQwer horizon ' at Clermont. 
, -
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Genus CYBELOIDES gEm. nov. 
. .. ; 
Body distinctly ' trilobate, out,line, 'aside from the spines, sub-
ovate. Cephalon sub-lunate; genal angles produced into spines. 
Glabella divided by two longItudinal furrows into a central and 
two lateral lobes; ' the lateral glabeJla furrows are indicated ' by 
three pits situated in each longitudinal furrow . . 'Eyes small, 
pedunculate; the facial sutures originate on the lateral margins 
somewhat in front of the .genal angles. Thorax consists of 
twelve segments; the five anterior segments are faceted at their 
distal extremities, The sixth segment, and in: some ' specimens 
the sixth to the twelfth, is ahruptly bent backward at the lateral 
margin of the thorax and produced into long spines. Pygidium 
small, axis conical with many annulations, pleural lobes with 
few ribs. 
' . Genotype, Cybelo'ides iowensis. Range, Ordovician of North 
America. 
This genus differs from Cyb'ele Loyen as exhibited in C. 
bellatula, the genotype, 'in the form of the glabella furrows and 
in the genal angles being produced into spines instead ' of being 
rounded. . . 
Four American species have been referred to the genus 
Cybele; C. ella Narraway and Raymond, C. prima (including 
6. 1)alc(Jurensis) Raymond, C. winQhelli Clarke, and a portion of 
a pygidium referred to the genus without specific determination 
by Ruedemann ... Of the first two only is the form of the .glabella 
known, but both of these agree with C. iowensis Slocom. Nar-
raway and Rayinond called attention to the differenc'e of the 
form of the glabella of this species from ~hat of the. European 
species, but still referred their species to Cybele.. While the 
presence or absence of genal spines would not be of generic 
importance, the fact that the glabella is divided longitudinally 
into three lobes appears to be ample reason for separating the 
American from th,e. European species generically. This is the 
character which distinguishes Chasmops. from Dalmanites and 
the various genera of the Lichadre are based on the . variations 
of the ; glabella furrows. . . 
. Of the e~even European species of Cybele known, to the writer, 
two have only the pygidium des.cribed or)io01lred; .the 9t~er nine 
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a:n have well-marked 'lateral 'ghibella furrows . . Three of these 
species 'desc:i-ibed by Schr;nitz, viz., C. grewi-ngki, C. kutorgce 'and 
C.revaliensis, eXhibit a tendency' toward the -American 'forms. 
, The la teral furrows · are separated ' from the ' dorsal furrows by 
a' narrow lateraJ mar,gin ·.of the -glabella, but .there are no traces 
of' longitudinal glabella furrows . 
The bibliography ~f the genus is as ·follows: ' 
Cybe~oides ella Narraway and Raymond. 
1906, Cybele ella· N. & R., Ann. Carnegie Mus., VoL 3, No.4, 
'p. 598, fig. 1. Black River, Ottawa, Canada. , 
Cybeloides iowerisis Slocom, genotype, Field Mus~ Nat. Hist., 
GeoL Ser., Vol. 4, p.64, PI. XVI, figs. 1-4. Lower Maquoketa, 
Iowa. 
9y~eloides prima Raymond. 
1905, Glaph~trus primus Raymond, Ann. Carnegie Mus., 
.. Vol. 3, No.2, p. 362, pI. 14, figs . 7-8. 
1905, Cybele valcourensis Raymond, ibid p. 362, pL 14~ fig. 9. 
1906, Cybele prima Narraway and Raymond, Ann. Carnegie 
. Mus., Vol. 3, No.4, p. 601. 'Chazy, N. Y. 
Cybeloides ? winchelli Clarke. 
1897, Gybele wi-nchelli Clarke, Pal. Minn., Vol. 3; pt. 2, p. 
742, fig. 59. Galena Limestone, Mimi. 
Cybel.oides ¥ sp. ¥ Ruedemann. 
1901, Gybele ~p. ? Ruedemaim, N. Y. St. Mus. Bull. . 49, 
p. 66, pI. 4, fig. 12. Trenton, N. Y. 
,T.he last two spe~ies are placed in the genus provisionaily until 
the characters or the glabella ar.e .known. 
CYBELOIDES IQWENSIS Slocom, Plate XVII, fi~res 1-4;. 
1913, ·C. iowensis , Slocom. , 
. Type specimens Nos. P 16631,16633 and 17039 Field Museum. 
Bod}r depressed convex, distinctly trilobed, outline, aside 
from the spines, subovate, tapering rather rapidly to a small 
pyg~diUin. Surface finely granl1lar with many more or less 
prominent rounded node.s. ' 
Ceph~lon short, width nearly three times the length, outline 
sUQlunate WUh the ;:tnterior lateral margins inflated. Glabella 
cony.ex, inflat~d anteriorly, somewhat longer t~an wide, ' widest , 
across the lateral lohes; median lobe clavate, ' narrow at the 
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~c,cipital furt?w, gradually wid~~ing: : for about Jfalf its, length 
then 'abruptly ',Widening ';'!lntil . its gteatestwidth is re.ac~e9.; 
romided in front; latetallobM ,longitudinally oval,; lop,gitudina:l 
glabella 'furrows .'ori.~nating :in deep pits op. the ()c~ipital '{ur.-
. r0'Y', converging slightly, then ,curving , forward and outwa.-r9-; 
the positions of ·the lateral glabe~la furrows are indicated by 
three pits in th~ 10ngitudmaI' furrows; occipital ring prominent, 
more elevated than any other part of the cephal on, wide be-
tween the ,glabella f~rr~ws, abruptly' narroWing towards the 
dorsal furro~s)' bearing a 'large median node with a smaller one 
on each side of it; ~ccipital furrow shallow and ill-defined in the 
median portion, deepened into pits near the dorsal furrows. 
S~~face of the glabella finely gra~l1lar with' many prominent 
rounded nodes arranged in more or less uniform transverse 
rows; the two largest nodes are close together near the anterior 
mar-gin and point forward. On the median line of the glabella 
just in front of a line connecting the anterior pair of glabella 
pits is a circular, well-marked pit. Cheeks large, depressed 
convex, not rising as high as the glabella, genal angles produced 
into long spines, which extend backward more than half the 
length of the thorax. Marginal borders convex; posterior mar-
ginal furrows narrow and deep, lateral marginal furrows not 
well-defined. ' The facial sutures originate oh the lateral margin 
just in front of the genal angles, pass' almost straight to the 
palpebral lobes, after crossing which they extend forward for a 
short distance, then curve abruptly toward the median line and 
again forward to the anterior margin. Eyes small, pedullculate 
and very prominent (Plate XVII, -figure 4), situated on a line 
with the anterior pair of glabella pits hear the dorsal furrows; a 
pair ,of ocular . ridges . connects the eyes ' with the anterior lobe 
of the glabella. Surface of ~he cheeks inside the .marginal 
borders reticulat~dJ or covered with rows of pits; surface of the. 
mariinal bor4~rs g!anular like the glabella, many Il,odes,irregu-
larly distributed over the cheeks; these. ,nodes average some-
what larger than those on ~he glab~~la; the larger on~s ~r~ on 
the posterior margin and point backward instead of outward . . 
. • " , " 0, ", , . ' 
Thorax 'composed .of twelve segments, ra ther rapidly tapering 
posteriorly, distinctly trilobed; axis. convex, ie~s than, one-third 
· ,,' .\1 • ", '0' , . ,j • 
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the width of the th~rax; ' ihepieu~&llobes cu~ve gently for 'about 
'. ..', . ,. " . , '" . ~ .; .. .. . , . . \' 
,half their width and then mor'e rapidly to the lateral margins. 
Each segrrle~t is diVided unequally by a fu'rrow extending nearly 
from 'one margin of the thorax to the other. The posterior 'por~ 
tion, which is' the wider; bears nunierous nodes; four of which 
occur ,on the axis and tw~ or nl~re on each pleura. The nodeS' 
, , « ' , I • -, 
on the pleurre 'are much larger than those' on the axis 'and their 
location on different se@Ilents is not always uniform. 'The five 
anterior segments ' terminate at the' ' lateral 'ma,rgins of the 
thorax, 'but ,the seven posterior ones are abruptly 'bent backward 
at the lateral thoracic margins and are produced :into spines. 
The spines of the sixth segment extend more than cine-third 
their 'length beyond the pygidium; the spines' of the' other seg-
ments' are considerably shorter. 
Pygidium small but too, poorly pre,served in the specimens ~t 
hand for a detailed description., 
The dimensions of., the type specimens are as follows: 
Length of the holotype along the axis 23,6 mID. Length of 
body, including pleur~l spines, 31.3 mm.; width at genal angles 
19.6 mm.; length of cephalon, including genal spines, 16 mm.; 
l~:i1gth of ,glabella 7.8 IrlIri.; .width of. anterior portion of glabella 
4.7 mm., across lateral lobes, 5.3 mID.; length of thorax 12.8 mm .. 
Width of paratype at ,genal angles 27.8 mm.; length of glabella 
10.7 mm.; width of posterior portion 8.0 mm., across lateral 
lobes, 8.7 mm. , 
This 'description is based upon the ~olotype(Field Mus. No'. P 
16631, Plate XVII, figure 1), a nearly complete specimen, a prac-
tically complete cephalon (Field Mus. No. P 17039, Plate XVII, ' 
figures 2-3), somewhat larger than the holotype, and a detached 
free cheek with 'eye (Field Mus. No. P 16633, Plate XVII, figure 
4). ' .. , 
Localities and horizon.-The holotype was collected by the 
writer from the top of the Lower Maquoketa beds at Elgin; the 
two paratypes from a similar horizon at Bloomfield. More ' or 
'less complete cranidia are ' ~ot uncommon at a similar and sorne-
o what l~wer' horizon at Cler~ont. " 
, , , 
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, " Family GUYMENIDA[, 'Brongniart. 
GenusOALYMENE fi'1'ongniart, 18'22, 
"Complete body suh-oval in outline, possessing the power of 
complete ,enrollment; cephalon sub-crescentiform with thickened 
margin, genal angles usually rounded; gl~bella strongly convex, 
narrowed in front, with three pairs of deep lateral furrows; 
occipital segment well ' defined; posterior li~h of .the facial 
sutures originating just in front of the genal angles; free cheeks 
elongat~, separate, usually with a free plate between their 
anterior extremities in front of the .glabella; eyes small; hy-
postoma sub-quadrate, notched. Thorax with thirteen ' seg-
ments; axis strongly convex and bounded by deep axial fur-
rows; pleural lobes wider than the axis, bent down laterally. 
Pygidium distinctly marked off from the thorax, with six to 
eleven segments, axis prominent and margin entire." (Weller, 
Pal. Chicago Area, p. 261.) 
CALYMENE ]<'AYET',rENSIS Slocom, Plate XVII, figures 8-9. 
1913, C: fayettens.is Slocom, Field Mus., Nat. Rist., Geol. Ser., 
Vol. 4, p. 67, PI. XVI, figs. 8-9. 
Type specimen' No. P 16755 Field Museum. 
Body strongly tri~obate, subovate in outline, greatest breadth 
at the genal angles, narrowing gradually to the anterior border 
of the pygidium, thence abruptly to the posterior extremity ' of 
the pygidium. Surface finely ' papillose with small rounded 
tubercles more or less regularly distributed thereon. 
Cephalon sublunate in outline, anterior border arcuate, except 
between the anterior limbs of the facial sutures, where it is 
somewhat produced. Giahella moderately convex, not prom-
ineJ?t anteriorly, slightly elevated abqve the cheeks, well defined 
by the dorsal furrows, broadest across the posterior lobes where 
the width nearly equals the length, gradually narrowing towards 
the front; which is truncated; frontal lobe quadrangrihir, occu-
pying less than one-fourth the length of the glabella; first lateral 
, lobes small, hardly ' separated from the frontal "lobes; second 
lateral lobes larger and nodelike; posterior lobes much large!', 
, forming a 'pair of conspicuous nodes at the base of the glabella. 
The latera] furrows 'do not cross the glabella, first pair jndis-
tinct, transverse; second pair well -defihed apd bent backward; 
. ·CAI.lYM'ENE FAYETTENSIS 
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posterior 'pair broader ap.d deep~r . than s.econd pair, . curved 
bl;tckward 'so as to. nearly, but Itot quite, isolate the posterior 
lobes; occipital.furrow arched forward in the middle, somewhat 
deeper and narrower back of the' posterior glabella lobes, where 
it merges into the posterior cheek furrows; occipital segment 
prominent, widest· in the middle, gradually narrowing to the ' 
dorsal furrows. Cheeks convex, with rounded lateral and sharp 
posterior marginal borders, greatest elevation at the palpebral 
lobes; marginal borders defined by . r;:;hallow, concave furrows; 
free cheeks sub triangular, about half the size of the fixed cheeks~ 
Facial sutures originate at the genal angles which they unequally 
bisect; from thence they pass obliquely forward until opposite 
the posterior glabella furrow; thence curve abruptly over the 
. eye lobe~ to the antElrior border, which they cut almost in front 
of the eyes. A small free plate to which the hypostoma is at-
tached o.ccupies the space between the anterior . extremities of 
the .sutures. Eyes small, : lenses not preserved~ situated wen 
forward, about opposite the second glabella furrows. . 
Thorax composed of thirteen segments, length about . three-
fifths the entire length of the test, strongly trilobed; segments 
arched forward on t.he axis" each oile bearing a pronounc.ed 
rounded node Oil either side just within the dorsal furrows, and 
a smaller, more pointed one on each 'pleura, pointing forward, 
situated on the anterior margin at the ' crest of the convexity, 
when the body is rolled up; on the posterior margin is a notch 
or indentation into which the node from the next posterior seg-
'meI1t fits; each · pleura is provided with a well-marked .groove 
which originates at the dorsal furrow and extends on to the 
flattened 'distal portion of the segment. The pleural segments 
curve regularly upward for about one~third their . length, then 
abruptly to the lateral margins. .. 
Pygidium transversely suboval in outline with posterior por-
tion produced into an obtuse angle, strongly trilobed. The con-' 
vex axis tapers posteriorly and terminates on a ' rounded ex-
tremity near the 'posterior margin,marked by seven annulations. 
The pleural lobes slope abruptly from the .dorsal furrows to the 
margins, each lobe consisting of five or more se~ents, the an-
terior ones being distinct and the others be'coming less so until 
• 
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th~y are enti~ely :obsolete .at the posteri?i' e~tre~t.y. of the, 
pygidiuni; each' segment is marked by a shallow longitudinal 
groove which originates at the lateral margins and becbmes ,ob-. 
solete before 'the dorsal furrow is reached .. 
The dimensions o{fhe ,type 'specimen ~re; Length of cephalon 
10.5 mm.; width 18.3 mm.; length of thorax 21:5 mm.; -length of 
pygidium 3.5 IDID.; width ' 9.3 mm.; entire length of the body 
39 IDID. measured around an enrolled specimen, 'but If the test 
was unrolled it would measure 3 or 4 mm. less. The ceplialons, 
of two specimens in the collection of Mr. A. G: Becker measure 
respectively 13.5 mm. long, 24 mm. wide, and 9.5 mm. long, 
15.6 mm. wide. All of the specimens on which the description 
is based are enrolled specimens so that it is difficuit to take 
accurate measurements of some of the parts. ' ' 
Remarks.-This species has been referred by most writers and 
collectors to C.-.senaria of the Ohio Valley region, but upon com-
,paring practically perfect specimen's from the two localities they 
are found to be distinct, The glabella' in C, senaria is shorter 
and more convex,' the pleural segments 'of the pygidium do not 
have a longitudinal furrow, the liplike process on the anterior 
margin of the glabella is shorter and the surface of the test does 
not possess the rounded tubercles. C, mammillata was described 
from the Maquoketa of Dubuque ' county, Iowa, and specimens 
from the type locality loaned to the Field Museum for study 
from the collection of ' the State University of Iowa by Prof. 
George F. Kay prove C. fayett ensis' to be quite dissimilar. The 
frontal lip is very large in C, 'mammillata and bears ' a low; 
rounded tubercle just in front of each dorsal furrow. The sur-
face ornamentation also is quite ' different". C. fa,yettensis re-
sembles C, chris.tyi'in the ' outlines of the glab'etla, but there the 
similarity ceases' as it does not possess the genal spines 'or the 
curvature of the thoracic segments,and ,the form and size of the 
pygidium are entirely ·unlike. ' ,The,' ·surface ornamentation of 
C. fay ettensis is similar ,to that of , C. niagarensis,. but in the 
form· of the glabella and· many other characters it is entirely 
distinct. , . 
"Locality 'and : horizon.-The type ' (Field Mus. No. 'P 16755) 
was collected by the 'writer in July, 1910, irithe Lower Maquo'keta 
• 
.' 
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shale" at Clermdrit. " Other: s.peci~eri.s were ~ollect'ed by the write~ 
from. th~ Lower Maq}Joketa beds at Clermont,. Elgin, ' and' Bloom-
field. " .. 
CALYMENE GRACILIS Slocom, ' Plate 'XIX, figure 9. " . 
. 19t3, C. gracilis Slocom, Field Mus. Nat. Rist., Geol. Ser., V~l. 
. " . 4, p. 69, PI. XVIII, fig. 9. ' ,: , 
Type. s:pecimen No. P 17065 Field Museum: 
, Body small, in form and general proportions siniilar to other 
'species of the genus. The surface of the test appears smooth 
to the naked eye but un.der a ma,gnifier it ' appears .very finely 
papillose. , , 
Qephalon suqlunate, w~dth of the genal angles sOD?-ewhat less 
than twice the length on the ~e9ian line, ratio about as 7 to 4. An-
terior border fiat; projeqting obl~quely forward and upward, not 
recurved; separated from the glabella by a deep, narrow, mar-
ginal furrow:. 'The dorsal furrows, in pa~sing forward from, the 
occipital ring, diverge slightly near the posterIor glabella lobes', 
'then conv~rge until they meet the .anterior marginal furrow. 
Rere the dorsal furrows become nearly obsolet~ on account' of 
a large rounded node on each fixed chee~'" opposIte the anterior 
lobe of the glabella. Glapella convex, elevated ahove the cheeks, 
shorter than is usual in this genus" widest at the posterior lobes 
where the width is equal to the length, including the occipital 
ring, much narrower anteriorly; anterior lobe transverse, width 
less than one-third the length; first 1aterar lobes well defined, 
ab'out the width of the a;nterior lobe and terminating about the 
same distance from the median line; ,second lateral lobes larger 
and .node-like; · posterior lateral lobes much larger; forming a 
pair of conspicuous nodes at the base of the glabella. Lateral 
furrows well defined but not crossing the glabella. The first pair 
transverse ; 'second pair somewhat larger, but'bent slightly back-
ward; posterior pair broader arid deeper, curved backward to-
~ards, 'b,ut 'not reaching; the occipital furrow;' at about" two'-
third's of their length from the dorsal furrows they bifurcate; 
the 'shQrter fork extends toward the ' ni'ediim line ' of the glabella, 
.formIng a well~defined nod.e between the second and ' posterior 
lobes. The f'acial sutures' ,originate jus( in 'froni -of the genal 
angles',' curve' forWard and inward:over--the' palpebral lobes and 
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thence forward to the anterior margin. Occipital ring promi-
nent" slightly wider in the middle"separated from .the rest oft~e 
glabella by a well-defined occipital furrow. Cheeks only moder-
ately convex aside from the palpebral lobes, which are long for 
this genus and rise very ab:r:uptly from the dorElal fur:r;ows; 
lateral marginal borders wide and wen rounded, posterior horder 
much narrower; all ,are defined by deep marginal furrows. 
Thorax known only by a few detached segments which'indicate 
that it was narrow and. elevated. ' 
Pygidium subttiangular, terminating in a - rounded obtuse 
angle, strongly elevafed and triI'obed. Axis convex, marked by 
six or seven annulations; it tapers gradually and is truncated 
I 
posteriorly so that the dorsal furrows instead of meeting at a 
point posteriorly are joined by a short transverse .furrow; the 
pleural 'lobes slope ahruptly from the dorsal furrows to the mar-
gins; ,each lobe consists' of five segments, faintly grooved on 
their distal .portion; the segments merge into a smooth undefined, 
marginal . border. 
The type specimen is a perfect cranidium 'with the following 
aimensions: Length on median line 7.8 mm.; length including 
genal angle's 9.0 mm.; width 14.0 mm.; length Qf glabella includ-
ingoccipital ring 5.4 mm.; length of ,glabella without occipital 
ring 4.5 mm.; width of glabella at anterior lobe 3.5 mm.; width 
of glabella at posterior lobes 5.4 mm. A detach~d pygidium 
gives the following measurements: Length 3.4 mm.; width 6.4 
mm.; thickness 4.8 mm: 
Rema1'ks.-This species was considered by Savage to be 
identical with Calym.erve fayettensis of the lower beds; but it is 
distinguished from that species by its surface ornamentation, 
its shorter glabella, its larger anterior margin, its longer and 
more prominent palpebral lobes, the transverse furrow con-
necting the dorsal furrows on the pygidium and its' smaller size. 
I~ surface ornamentation this species resembles C. -senaria but 
is distinguished from it by its longer palpebral lobes, its relative-
ly short and ,more elevated glabella. 'It is distinguished from 
all species known to the writer by the nodes, which are situated 
in the dorsal furrows on. each side of the anterior lobe of the 
·glabella. C. m.am.milla.ta bears two nodes, but they are situ,ated 
on the anterior ·margin . . 
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Locality and hori'zon.-Limestone I-ayers of the Upper Maquo-
keta beds at Patterson's Spl'ings near Brainard. No complete 
specimens have been observed by the writer, but cranidia, free 
-cheeks, thoracic segments and pygidia are comparatively abun-
dant., 
Family CHEIRURIDi\E, Salter. 
Genus C1<JRAURUS Green, 1832 . 
"Entire body subovate in outline. Cephalon' sub semicircular 
or subsemielliptical lI;l outline, genal angles produced into spines; 
g~abella strongly convex, broadest in front, with three pairs of 
deep lateral furrows; posterior limbs of the facial sutures cutting 
the lateral margins well in front of the genal angles; eyes small . 
. Thorax usually with eleven segments, rarely nine to thirte.en; 
axis prominent, narrower than the pleu.ra, bounded by strong 
axial furrows. Pygidium small, pleural segments produced into 
points or 'spines." (~eller, Pal. Chicago 'A rea, p. 263,) . 
CERAURUS PLEUREXANTHEMUS Green. 
1832, C. pleurexanthemus Green, No. Amer. Jour. Geol., Vol. 
I, p. 560, PI. 14, fig. 10. 
1847, C. pleurexan.them'/,~$ Hall, Pal. N. y" Vot I, p: 242, PIs. 
65~66. 
1847, C. pleurexanthemus S. A. Miller" Cin. Quar. Jour. Sci., 
V 01. I, p. 132. . 
This species is said to occur in Fayette county, but so far has 
not been observed by the writer. A specimen in the collectiqn 
of the University of Iowa appears to belong to this species. , It 
is said to come fro,in the Maquoketa beds of an adjoining county! 
but the exact data are IPissing. . 
CERAURUS MILLERANus .Miller and Gurley, Plate XVIII, figures 
1-3. ' 
1894, C. milleranit,s Miller and Gurley, Bull III, TIL St. Mus. 
Nat. Rist., p. 80, fI. 8, fig. 10 . . 
1913, C. milleranus Slocom, Field Mus. Nat. Hist., :Geol. Sel':, 
Vol. 4, p. 71, PI. 17, figs. 1-3. 
Type specimen No. 6062 University of Chicago. 
General 'outline of the carapace, exClusive of the spines, Bubo; 
\Tate, abruptly n'arrowed posteriorly; moderatelY ,CQnvex, triloba~ 
tion distinct. 
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, 'CephaIOD; ' senii~llipticai; width 'D.-early thre~ tim;es. ~he" length; 
dorsal furrows well marked. Glabella convex, narrower than 
the cheeks at the occipital ring, ,gradually widening anteriorly 
'until its width about equals its length, abruptly bent downward 
at the frontal margin; anterior lobe cons,tituting about one-third 
the length of the' glabella; the three pairs of lateral furrows are 
short and about equidistant, forming three pairs of small con-
vex lateral lobes ; the two anterior pairs of furrows extend slight-
ly forward, but the posterior pair is transverse for a part of its 
course and then bends abruptly backward until it meets the 
occipital furrow isolating the posterior lateral lobes. Occipitlll 
segment arched upward, higher than the anterior portion of the 
glabella, greatest height at the posterior margin, sloping gradu-
ally into the occipital furrow. This furrow is narrow and deep 
behind the posterior lateral ,glabella lobes but wider and shallow 
in its median portion. , Cheeks convex with well-defined roullded 
marginal borders, posterior angle produced into spines, which 
point backward; eyes pT0minent, globular, placed near the center 
of the cheeks; the palpebral lobes bear a pit near the base on 
the side nearest to the dorsal furrows; the facial sutures origi-
nate on the lateral margins about in line with the occipital fur-
row, curve forward and inward to the palpebral lobes, which 
they traverse, thence pass forward with a sigmoid curve to the 
anterior margin of the cephalon. 
Thorax composed 'of ten segments; axis convex, . abo'ut the 
same width as the pleurre; pleural flattened for one-third to one-
'half ,their width from the dorsal fur~ows, then bent downward 
and" backward, tapering to a point; each pleural segment is 
ornamented with a prominent tubercle situated near the point 
where the pleural curve downward; an angular furrow originates 
on the anterior margin of each pleural segment at the dorsal 
furrow and crosses it -obliquely, reaching the posterior margin 
behind the tubercle; dorsal furrows distinct, nearly parallel 
from the first to the eighth thoracic; segment, then converging 
posteriorly. 
Pygidium short, ' much narrower than the, posterior segment 
of the th0rax, 'consisting of three ,segments; the anterior segment 
bears a pair o'f stout spines, which exten9, posteriorly with the 
points somewhat converging; axis undefined. 
CJjlEAUR,US . MILLERANUS 
'." 
Surface of the c~phalon; . within the rp.ar~nal borders, covered 
'with irregularly placed tubercles; on the cheeks the tubercles 
are somewhat farther apart and the interspacesare pitted; the 
I ' 
;marginal borders and genal spines are finely granulose; two or 
. :Jllore conical tubercles ar:e situated on the posterior borders of 
the cheeks; the entire thorax is finely granulose, as is also the 
pygidium, but the granulations are more conspicuous on the 
caudal spines. 
Measurements of the type are as follows: 
Length on median line .................. " .. .... .. 28.7 mm. 
Length, including caudal spines. " ... . ............ 35.4 mm. 
Width ~t genal angles .... . ...... .. ............... 21.6 mm. 
Width at points of genal spines ...... .......... . .. 23.6. mm. 
Length of cephalon including genal spines ... . . .. : .11.5 mm. 
Length of glabella ... . .............. .. ...... .. . .. . 8.0 mm. 
Width of posterior lobes of glabella. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6.0 mm. 
Width 6f anterior lobe of glabella ..... ............ . 7.5 mm. 
Width of pygidium ................ ... .......... : 7.4 mm. 
Length of pygidium . . ' . . .......... ......... " ... '" 2.7 mm. 
. . 
The above description is based on the type . specimen from 
Cincinnati, Ohio, No. 6062 of the paleontological collection of 
the University of Chicago. The species is known to the writer 
from Fayette county 'by twelve more or less .complete cephalons 
and two pygidia. These agree with the type except. that in the 
type the ,genal spines are somewhat shorter, the tubercles on 
the posterior border are less conspicuous and the longitudinal 
curve of the glabella is somewhat more ab~upt in front, making 
its anterior lobe appear shorter in dorsal view. This last f~a-
ture may be due to distortion. . 
C; millemnus is distingu~shed 'from C. ,ple1£rexanthem1lJS by it.s 
proportionally shorter cephalon, its less ' flaring genal spines, 
and by its eyes being globular and situated about equidistant 
from the dorsal furrows and from the posterior ma-rgin of the 
cephahm . . The ,eyes of C. pleurexanthemus are conical and near~ 
er the dorsal furrows. Further', the spines of the pygidium in C. 
millcra,nus converge at their -points instead of diverging a's in 
O. pleu1icxanth,ernits. . .. 
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,LO,Q(tl-ity and horizon.-Lower Maquoketa shales of Clermont 
and El~n. 
CERAURUS EL~INENSIS Slocom, Plate XVIII, figures 4-5. 
1913, C. elginensis Slocom, Field Mus. Nat. Rist., Geol. Ser., 
VoL 4; p. 73, PI. XVIJ, figs: 4-5. 
Type specimens Nos. P 1~630A, 16630B, 17030 Field Museum. 
Cephalon sublunate, width more than three times the length, 
anterior lateral margins arcuate, posterior margin transverse in 
the median portion, gently bent backward near the genal angles. 
Glabella convex, clavate, less than half the width of the cheeks 
at its posterior margin but gradually widening anteriorly until 
its w~dth nearly equals its length; antdrio!' lobe constituting 
about Qne-fourth the entire length of the glabella; three paIrs of 
lateral furrows rather · short, well defined, defining three pairs 
of 'convex lateral lobes, diminishing in size posteriorly; the two 
anterior pairs of furrows are transverse, the posterior pair are 
transverse for part of their length, . then bent backward until 
th,ey join the occipital furrow, isolating the posterior lobes; 
occipital segment elevated at the posterior margin, sloping into 
the occipital Iurrow; occipital furrow shallow, concave in the 
median'portion, narrowe'r, deeper and b.ent backward behind the 
glabella lobes; dorsal furrows deep, angular, forming deep angu-
lar pits where they merge into' the marginal furrows; cheeks 
large, convex, posterior angles produced i:ri.to 'long, stout spines, 
flattened anteriorly and pointing almost directly backward; 
palpebral lobes elongated, large for the genus, placed well for-
ward, a bout midway between the dorsal furrows and the lateral 
margins but near.er the posterior margins than 'the dorsal fur-
rows. Near the base of each lobe on the side toward the dorsal 
furrow is situated a decided pit; an indistinct furrow extends 
from this pit to the crest of ,the lobes; 'the ocular ridges extend 
from the anterior angle of the palpebral lobes to the pit in the 
- dorsal furrows; the facial sutures originate on the lateral mar-
gi.ns about in line with the posterior marginal furrow, curve for-
warq. and inward to the palpebral lobes which they traverse, then 
forward to the anterior margin, whIch they reach in front of the 
glabella; marginal borders prominent, defined by shallow fur-
rows; the posterior furrows · curve into the lateral furrows just 
CERAURUS ELGINENSIS 
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within the 'genal angles; free cheeks small, less than o~e-third 
the size of the :fixed cheeks. The surface of the glabella, with 
the exception of the occipital segment and the cheeks, is covered 
with more or less regularly distributed rounded tubercles; a' 
larger,more conical tubercle is situated on each :fixed cheek, just 
in front of the posterior furrow, at about one-third the distance 
from the dorsal furrow to the genal angle. A row of spine-like 
tubercles traverses the posterior marginal borders of the cheeks, ' 
and similar tubercles are distributed over the flattened portions 
of the genal spines, gradually diminishing in size posteriorly 
until they become obsolete. 
Thorax not kn9wn. 
Pygidium transversely sub-elliptical in outline, aside from the 
spines length less than half the width; composed of three seg-
ments, the extremities of the anterior segment produced intO' 
long, stout, flattened spines, which curve outward and backward; 
second and third segments' much smaller; axis not well de:fined. 
The surface of the caudal spines is covered with sharp conical 
tubercles similar to those on the genal spines. 'The pygidium 
above described (Plate XVIII, :figure 5) was not associated with 
the cephalons but came from the same horizon at Bloom:field. Its 
size and the form and ornamentation of the spines are such as 
might accompany these cephalons and no other cephalons have 
been observed to which this pygidium could well be referred. 
Measurements 
Length of cepbalon on median line _______________ _ 
Width of cephalon at genal angles ___________ ' ____ _ 
Width of cephalon including genal spines (esti-mated) _________________________________________ _ 
-Length of glabella ___________________________ , ____ _ 
Width of anterior lobe of glabella _______________ _ 
Width of posterior lobes of glabella _____________ _ 
Width of pygidium _______________________________ _ 
Length of pygidium _______________________________ _ 
Length of caudal spines (estimated) _____________ _ 
P 16630A I P 16630B 
13.7 rom. 
38.5 mm .. 
12.3 mm. 
36.3 mm. 
40.0 mm. 
13.0 mm. 
11.5 mm. 
8.8 mm. 
P 17030 
10.7 mm. 
5.5 rom. 
20,0 rom. 
38.0 rom. 
11.0 mm. 
9.6 rom. 
6.7 mm. 
C. elginensis dIffers from all other species known to the wnter 
in having extremely long genal spines with spinelike tubercles on 
11 ' , 
.. 
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their flattened portion. It is also distinguished from C. miller-
anus and C. pleu1-exanthe,mus by having the eyes farther apart. 
It is' most nearly related to C. dentatus Raymond and Barton, 
but the ocular ridges are not p'resent in that species and the 
eyes are not so far forward.,' 
Locality and hMizon.~The species is known to the writer from 
two cephalons from the top of the Lower Maquoketa beds at , 
Elgin, and a pygidium, which is r eferred with some doubt, from 
the same horizon at Bloomfield. ,Fragments of ge~al spines and 
other parts of the test have been observed on slabs from the' 
Upper Maquoketa beds at Patterson's Springs which, from their 
size and ornamentation, appear to belong to , this species. 
Genus CERAURlNUS Barton 1'913. 
"Ceraurinus is in general appearance and size much like 
Cheirurus (genotype C. insignis Beyrich). The glabella is sub-
rectangular or expands only slightly. The posterior of the thtee 
pairs of glabella furrows are straight, about one-third the width 
of the glabe.lla·in length and slope gently backward. Their inner 
ends are connected with the neck-furrows by curving constric-
tions which are about parallel to the axis of the glabella. The 
constrictions are strong in some species and very faint in' others. 
The middle part of the axial portion of the neck-furrow is par-
aliel to the posterior edge of the neck-segment. The outer thIrds 
each slope gently backward. The eyes ar'e large for a cheirurid 
and are somewhat Asaphus-like. 
The thQrax is presu;mably of eleven segments. The axial lobe 
is slightly less than one-third of the width of the thorax and 
tapers , gently backward. Each pleuron is divided by a. node-
. like constriction into a large inner third and a small outer two-
thirds. The inner third ' bears a deeply impressed diagonal 
pleural furrow. ' . ' 
The pygidium, well known only in Ceraurinus icarus (Bill-
ings), is composed of three' (four) segments en~ing in six free 
spines, which are of about equal length. " , . 
,Genotype C. marginatus Barton. Range, Ordovician, America, 
Europe ~nd India? , (Barton, Bul. Mus. Compo Zool., Vol LIV, 
p.548.) I ' 
t 
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CERAURINUS ICARUS (Billings), Plate XVIII, figures ·6-9. 
1860, Cheirurus icants Billings, Can. Nat. and Geol., Vol. -5, p. 
67, fig. 2. . 
1873, Ceraurus icarus Meek, Pal. Oliio, Vol. I, p. 162, PI. 14, 
figs. lla-c. '. 
1889, Cerauru..c; meekanus S. A. M., N. Am. Geol. and Pal., p. 
537. 
1913, Eccoptochile meekanus Slocom, Field Mus. Nat. Rist., 
Geol. Ser., Vol. 4, p. 75, PI. XVII, figs. 6-9. 
Body subovate in outline, moderately convex, distinctly tri'-
lobed. Surface smooth to the naked eye but under a magnifier . 
the cephalon appears finely granulose. 
Cephalon sub semicircular, ,somewhat flattened anteriorly, 
genal angles produced into short spines, posterior mar,gin nearly 
straight until it merges into the genal spines, where it is bent 
nearly at right /:!>ngles (Plate XVIII, figure 8). Glabella subqtiad-
rate, rounded in front, length in front of the occipital furrow 
about equal to the width, depressed convex.. Anterior lobe of the, 
glabella transversely oval, about · twice as wide as long, lateral 
lobe"s nearly transverse and about equal in. size. Glabella fur-
rows distinct, length about one-third the width of the glabella, 
anterior pair be~t backward.; middle pair nearly at right angles 
to the axis of the glabella; posterior pair similar to the middle 
pair for most of the length but having the inner ends abruptly 
bent backward until they meet the occipital furrow, isolating 
the posterior glabella lobes; occipital segment arched upward 
somewhat higher than the rest of the glabella, wider in the 
median portion, tapering towards the dorsal furrows; occipital 
furrow deep and narrow, arched forward. Dorsal furrows deep 
and narrow, diverging slightly' at the posteriQr :r;nargin of the 
cephalon, thence passing to the front of the glabella, which they 
surround, leaving a narrow anterior border. In each furrow 
just in front of the anterior glabella furrow is a distinct pit. 
Cheeks large, sloping anteriorly amd laterally from the eyes; 
posterior cheek furrows narrow; near the genal angles they 
meet the lateral furrows, which are wider arid extend forward 
parallel ' to the ' margins until they me~t the dorsar furrows; 
marginal borders somewhat concave on account of shallow mar-
" . 
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g~nal furrows, which originate on the · genal spines, Eyes of 
n;lOder'ate size, situated opposite the second · glabella furrows, 
visual surface sublunate, palpebral lobes moderately prominent, 
approaching in height that of the glabella. The facial sutures 
originate a short distance in front of the genal angles, curve 
obliquely forward, then abruptly inward to tl,le posterior angles 
of the eyes, follow the inner margin of the eyes and again for-
ward with a broad curve, cutting the anterior margin of the 
cephalon in front of the glabella (Plate XVIII, figure 8). 
Thorax somewhat longer than wiele, consisting of eleven seg-
ments, distinctly trilobed. Axis narrower than thepleurre, regu-
larly arched upward. "Pleurallobes flattened for about one-third 
their width, thence abruptly curved to their lateral margins; 
each segment marked by a deep groove across the axis; another 
smaller groove originates on the anterior margin of each pleura 
near the dorsal furrows and crosses the pleura obliquely; on the 
anterior margin of each pleura, near the point where the pleura 
is bent downward, a still smaller groove defines a low oblong 
node which points forward, not upward. The segments are 
nearly transverse across the axis and about half the length of 
the pleurre; their distal portions curve gently backward to the 
falcate extremities. 
Pygidium small, transversely subelliptical, width more than 
twice the length, posterior curve much flattened. Axis· small with 
three well defined anmilations. Two shallow pits occur just back 
of the termination of the axis. Pleural lobes large, composed of 
three segments which are produced posteriorly into flattened 
spines. The anterior pair is the largest; carinate oll 'top, 
strongly curved backward and obtusely rounded at the extremi-
ties; the other two pair decrease in size inwa·rd and are more 
pointed. 
Remarks.-Of the specimens here figured and described, fig-
ures 6 and 7 are two views of an enrolled individual, complete 
with the exception of the genal spines, in the collection of Mr. 
A. G. Becker, from the Lower Maquoketa shale, Clermont; while 
fig~res 8 and 9 (Field Mus. No. P 11130) show specimens co1-. 
le~ted by the writer in the top of t1?e Lower Maquoketa beds at 
. . 
. 
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Clermont. In figure 8 the position of the facial suture and the 
angle formed by the posterior margin .of the cephalon and the 
genal angles are well illustrated. 
In my previous paper I referred these fo~s to Eccoptochile? 
meekanus S. A. Miller, with a footnote stating that Barton had a 
'paper in press in which he created a new genus to which this 
species should be referred. My judgment in using Miller's 
species was based upon a rather incomplete description and fi.g~ 
ure of the Canadian species, which led me to believe that the two 
forms were distinct. Dr. Raymond has since informed me that, 
after comparing the Canadian specimens with those from the 
Mississippi Valley, he considers them to be identical, so that 
they are here referred to C. ica,rus Billings. 
Locality and horizon.-The specimens here described are from ' 
the Lower Maquoketa beds, Clermont. 
Genus SPHAEROCORlTHE Angelin 1852. 
Cephalon convex, genal angles spined; glabella spheroidal 
anteriorly, lateral lobes obscure; eyes prominent; facial sutures 
cut the lateral and frontal margins. Thorax composed of 8 to 
10 segments; axis narrower than the pleurre; pleural segments 
terminate in short refl.exed spines. Pygidium: composed of three 
segments, the extremities of the anterior one produced into lorig 
spines. Type S. granulata. Range, Ordovician, Europe and 
North America. 
SPHAEROCORYPHE MAQUOKETENSIS Slocom, Plate XVI, figures 1-4. 
1913,S. maquoketensis Slocom, Field Mus. Nat. Hist., Geol. 
Ser., Vol. 4, p. 77, PI. XV, figs. 1-4. . 
Type specimens Nos. P 11152A, 11152B, 16954 and 17051 ,Field 
Museum. 
. . Cephalon sublunate in outline, convex, distinctly trilobed; an- . 
terior margin truncated; posterior margin nearly transverse. 
Glabella very prominent, anterior lobe globular, produced beyond· 
the anterior margin; comprising fully three-fourths the bulk 
of the glabella; a single pair of shallow, transverse, lateral fur-
r~ws meet just behind the lateral lobe of the glabella and sepa-
rate it from a pair of indistinct lateral lobes ; occipital segment 
If 
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arched slightly forward, its posterior margin abruptly elevated, 
su-rface sloping into the furro~; ,occipital furrow .shallow, not 
well-defined except at its extremities. Dorsal furrows well 'de-
, fined, much wider and deeper at the junctures With the occipital 
and, glabella ' furrows, diverging somewhat in passing forward 
from the posterior margin of the cephalon until near the an-
terior margin where they abruptly converge until they meet, 
forming the anterior marginal 'furrow ; cheeks depressed convex, 
greatest elevation at the palpebral lobes which are situated 
about midway between the posterior and anterior margins and 
one-third the distance from - the dorsal furrows to the genal 
angles; antero-lateral margins of the cheeks forming an elongate 
sigmoid curve; free cheeks triangular, small, less than one-half 
the size of the fixed cheeks; -eyes -large, prominent, globular; the 
f_acial sutures originate on the lateral margins well in front of 
the genal angles, pass inw:ard and sJightly backward over the 
palpebral lobes, thence forward to the anterior margin; the 
genal angles merge into stout, recurved 'spines; the posterior -
marginal furrows are continuations of the occipital furrow but 
narrower ' and deeper; they terminate abruptly before the genal 
angles are reached; a deep elongate pit on each fixed cheek and 
a longer, shallower one on each free cheek represent the lateral 
marginal furrows. 
Thorax not observed. 
Pygidium small, sub-triangular in outline, aside from the 
spines; not distinctly trilobed, composed of three segments; the 
first of these has its extremities produced into long, divergip.g, 
slightly recurved spines; margin entire, with its ventral surface 
forming a thick doublure. ' 
' Surface of the globular portion of the glabella pustulose; 
pustules rounded, larger near the transv~rse glabella furrow 
and gradually diminishing in size anteriorly; balance of cepha.,. 
Ion smooth or finely granulose; surface of' pygidium pustulose, 
p:qstules Ip:ore prominent on the spines .. 
SPHAEROCO!tYPHE MAQUOKETENSis 
Measurements Qf cepb;llon 
Length on median line from posterior to ahteriOJ:: margins _____________________________ .: __________ _ 
Length from posterior margin to front of glabella 
Length from front of glabella to points of spines 
Length of anterior lobe of glabella _______________ _ 
Width of anterior lobe of glabella _______________ _ 
Width of cephalon at genal angles _______________ _ 
Width of cepb;llon at points of spines ___________ _ 
Length of occipital segmenL~ ___________ ~ ________ _ 
Width of occipital segment _________ ~--------------
Measurements of pygidium 
Width of anterior margin.. _____ ~ ______________ · ____ _ 
Length on median line ________ _________ ___ ___ ~-----
Length including spines ___________________________ _ 
Holotype 
P 11152A 
4.6 mID. 
7.4 mID. 
13.0 mID. 
5.0 mID. 
4.7 mID. 
10.2 nun. 
15.8 IIlIh. 
2.3 mm .. 
1.0 mID. 
P 16954 
3.4 mID'l 1.5 mID. 
4.2 mID. 
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P 11152B 
10.4 mm. 
7.7 mID. 
7.5 mm. 
14.6 mID. 
. 
3.3 mID. 
1.2 II)ID.. 
P 17051 
6.7 mID. 
3.2 mID. 
10.3 mID. 
This species is the most abundant trilobite in the shales of the 
Lower Maquoketa beds, but a great majority of the individlltals 
are represented only by the globular portion of the glabelll!l. 
They range in size from 2.5 mm. to 7.5 mm. in diameter. fJ;'he 
writer was fortunate enough to obtain about twenty more or 
less completecephalons and three pygidia. No thorax has been 
observed that can be referred to this species so that it is not 
certain that these pygidia belong to the cephalons, yet from their 
form · and the conditions under which they were collected, there 
is little · doubtthat they belonK to this spec~es. 
S. maquoketensis differs from all previously described species 
in possessing large pits in place of the lateral marginal furrows . . 
It resembles S. granulata Angelin in the form of the marginal , 
outline, but in S. ma,q~wketensis the cephalon is longer in pro;. 
portion to the width and the pustules on the glabella are finer. 
S. salteri Billings is from a similar horizon, but in S. 'salteri 
the width of the glabella at its posterior margin is three-fourtns 
6f its greatest width, and it has tubercles at the juncture of the ' 
occipital and dorsal furrows~ in S. maquoketensis the glabella 
is twice as, wide anteriorly .as posteriorly and the tubercles are 
wanting. 
Localities and horizons.-:..-Abrindant in the top' layers and. 
som'ewhat less so in the iniddlelayers of the Lower M~quoketa 
shales of' Clermont;"Elgin, arid Bloomfield. .'. ' I; 
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Family P"I\&OPIO,\(, Salter. 
Genus PTERYGOMETOPUS S'Clhmidt 1881. 
Cephalon obtusely angular' in front. Glabella enlarging an-
teriorly, lateral furrows well defined. Eyes large, schizochroal. 
Posterior limb of the facial suture cuts the margin well in front 
of the genal angles, and the anterior limb crosses the la teral 
expansions of the frontal lobe of the glabella. Pygidium 
rounded, margin entire, without caudal spine. Range, Ordo-
vician of Europe and North America. 
PTERYGOMETOPUS FREDRICKI Slocom, Plate XIX, figures 1-5. 
1913, P. fredricki Slocom, Field Mus. Nat. Hist., Geol. Ser., 
Vol. 4, p. 79, PI. XVIII, figs. 1-5. 
Type specimen No. P 17024 Field Museum. 
Test elongate-ovate in outline, tl'ilohation distinct. Cephalon 
sublunate in outline, convex, anterior border rather thick and 
rounded, posterior margin concave, genal angles rounded. 
Glabella larg~, convex, .greatest elevation and gr,eatest width 
near the anterior margin, well defined by the dorsal furrows; 
anterior lobe)arge, transversely elliptical, rising abruptly from 
the anterior border; it comprises more than half of the glabella; 
anterior pair of lateral furrows originating at the anterior 
angles of the eyes, passing obliquely backward but not crossing 
the glabella; second pair of laterai furrows smaner than the 
first and directed obliquely forward forming a pair of triangular 
laterai lobes; the third pair of lateral furrows bifurcate, the 
anterior forks extending forward parallel to the second lateral 
furrows defining the quadrangular second lateral lobes; the 
posterior forks extending backward until they join the occipital 
furrow isolating the small, posterior, glabella lobes; occipital 
segment elevated at its posterior margin sloping to the occipital 
furrow; occipita~ furrow narrow, distinct. Dorsal furrows nar-
row and deep, nearly parallel from the posterior margin of' 
the cephalon to the third, lateral glabella furrows, thence di-
verging to the antero-lateral margins. Cheeks slope regularly 
.to the lateral margins; marginal borders wide at the genal 
angles, narrowing in each direction, marginal , furrows shallow 
, 
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'on the lateral margins, deeper on the posterior margins; 
palpebral lobes laDge, prominent, but not equaling the glabella 
in height; marked by a distinct furrow just within and parallel 
to the /borders of the ,eyes) eyes large, lunate, extending from 
the posterior cheek furrows to the anterior glabella furrows, 
eye facets arranged in vertical. rows of five facets each; the 
facial sutures originate on tEte lateral margins in front of the 
genal angles, curve inward with a sigmoid curve to the posterior 
angles of the eyes, follow the inner margin of the eyes to their 
anterior angles and thence pass forward to the anterior margin 
of the cephalon. 
Thorax distinctly trilobed, composed of eleven segments. 
Axis convex, occupying somewhat more than one-third the width 
of the thorax; the pleural segments extend outward froni the 
dorsal furrows for a little more than one-third their length, 
from whi-ch point they bend backward and abruptly downward 
to the lateral margins; extremities rounded; a straight groove 
originates near the anterior edge of each of the pleural seg-
ments at the dorsal furrows, extends slightly backward and out-
ward and becomes obsolete on the flattened surface of each 
segment. The dorsal furrows converge slightly to the ninth 
thoracic segment, then more rapidly to the pygidium. 
Pygidium subsemicircular · in outline, slightly produced pos-
teriorly, strongly trilobed. Axis narrow, convex, margins 
slightly incurved, abruptly rounded posteriorly; there are ten 
sinuous annulations; dorsal furrows narrow and deep, entirely 
surrounding the axis; the pleural lobes, con'sisting of six ~o 
eight segments,each bearing a median groove, curve slightly 
upward in their anterior portion, then downward to the margins. 
The segments are defined by grooves which are distinct in the 
anterior. portion of the pygidium but gradually become Obsolete 
posteriorly. This feature is more noticeable in young speci-
mens. Both segmentation and median grooves become obsolete 
a short distance from the margins, thus leaving a smooth, un-
defined, marginal border. 
The surface of the thorax and pygidium appears smooth to 
the eye, but under a magnifier is finely punctate, without nodes 
. I 
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. or spines . . The surface of the cepha:lon, is pustulose, the pustules 
on the glabella b~ing somewhat more prominent than on other 
parts. . 
The dimensions of the type specimen (Field Mus. No. P 
17024) . are as follows: Length, 24.2 mm.; width at genal angles 
11.5 mm.; length of cephalon on median line 6.7 mm.; length 
including gepal angles 7.4 mm.; length of thorax 11.5 mm.; 
length of pygidium 6 mm.; greatest width of pygidium 8.7 mm . 
. A detached pygidium (Field Mus. No. P 16923A) mea,sures, 
length 11.0 mm. ; greatest width 14.6 mm. ; it has ten annulations 
in the axis and eight segments in each pleurall<;>be, the last tw:o 
being visible only with a magnifier. This is the largest pygidium 
observed and appears to belong to an old individual. . 
A small coiled specimen (Plate XIX, figures 4-5) in the 
collection of Mr. A. G. Becker, found associated with typical 
specimens, is doubtfully referred to this species. It differs from 
the type in having a smooth instead of a. pustulose glabella and 
the pygidium appears to be shorter in proportion to its width. 
Oonsidering these characters in connection with its small size, . 
it is probable that they only indicate the immaturity of the 
specimen. Its dimensions are: Length of cephal on 5 mm.; 
length of thorax 10.4 mm.; length of pygidium 3.3 mm.; · width 
at ,genal angles 6.8 mm.; width at anterior margin of pygidium 
4.9mm. 
P. fredricki is distinguished from P. larrabeei by having five 
rows of eye facets instead of ei,ght, by its more inflated anterior 
portion of the glabella, 'by its thicker and shorter anterior mar-
gin, by its shorter pygidium and fewer annulations on its 
axis, and by the anterior limbs of the facial suture being less 
divergent. So ' far as is known .to the . writer, the nurp.ber of 
rows of eye facets has not previously been used as a specific 
character, but it seems to be a constant character in the thirty 
specimens of the two species whicl;r he has observed. Specimens 
of P. callicephalius from the Trenton of Ottawa, Oanada, which 
appear to be typical, have eight rows of eye facets. P. fredricki 
appears to be related to P. callicephalus, but aside from the eye 
facets, the glabella is more inflated anteriorly and the anterior 
margin is smaller and leBs angular in P. fredricki . 
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The specific name is gj.ven in honor of Dr. Fredrick Becker, 
;Who was one of the first collectors of fossils in Fayette county 
and who gave the writer much valuable ' information as to 
localities. 
Localities Omd horizon:-The type is from the top of the Lower 
Maquoketa beds at Bloomfield. The species has been observed 
' in beds somewhat lower down at Clermont and at Postville 
Junction. 
PTERYGOMETOPUS LARRABEE! Slocom"Plate XIX, fi.gures 6-8. 
1913, P. larrabeei SloCOrri. Field Mus. Nat. Rist., Geo1. Ber., 
VoL 4, p. 81, PI. XVIII, figs. 6-8. 
Type specimen No. P 11256 Field Museum. 
Cephalon sublunate in outline, anterior margin produced into 
,a thin subangular lip, genal angles well back of the occipital 
ring, rounded. Glabella large, depressed, convex, about twice 
as wide in front as at the occipital ring, anterior lobe trans-
versely elliptical, sloping gently towards the front, comprising 
fully half the glabella; anterior pair of glabella furrows 
originating at the anterior angles of the eyes and passing 
obliquely backward but not meeting at the median line of the 
glabella; second pair of .glabella furrows shorter and shallower 
than the first, directed obliquely forward; third pair of glabella 
furrows directed towards the axis of. the glabella for a short 
distance, then bifurcating, the posterior forks bending abruptly . 
backward and joini~g the occipital furrow leaving the small 
posterior lob_es entirely detached; tlie anterior and larger forks 
bending obliquely forward defining the third glabella lobes; 
occipital segment wide, slightly rounded,of about uniform width 
until near the dorsal furrows where it is abruptly constricted; 
occipital furrow shallow but distinct. Dorsal furrows narrow 
and deep, nearly parallel from the posterior mariin of th~ 
cephalon to the posterior Jglabella furrows, thence divetging in 
a regular curve ' to the anterior angle of the eyes where they 
become obsolete. Palpebral lobes large, promineI).t, exceeding 
the glabella in height, marked with a distinct 'furrow just within 
and parallel to tJ;l~ border of the eye; eyes large, IUnat.e, ' ext~p.d-: 
ing 'from the posterior cheek furrows to the an~erior fllriowsl of , 
I 
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the glabella; eye facets arranged.in vertical rows of eight facets 
each; the cheeks curve regularly to the lateral margins, mar-
ginal borders rather wide on their lateral margins, narrow on 
their .posterior margins; marginal furrows shallow on their 
lateral margins, narrower and deeper on the posterior margins. 
The facial sutures originate on the lat.eral margins well ill 
front of the ,genal angles, ·curve inward and backward to the 
posterior angles of the eyes, follow the inner margin of the 
eyes to their anterior angles and thence curve outward to the 
margin of the cephalon, almost in line with the anterior furrows 
of the' glabella. Surface of the glabella distinctly pustulosEJ; 
that of the palpebral lobes, cheeks, occipital ring and anterior 
projection finely granulose. 
Thorax not known. 
Pygidium subtriangular, somewhat rounded posteriorly, dis-
tinctly trilobed. Axis narrow, convex, rp.argin ,sli,ghtly incurved, 
abruptly rounded posteriorly; there are thirteen sinuous annu-
lations; the dorsal furrows entirely surround the axis; the 
pleural lobes, marked by seven or eight segments each bearing 
a median groove for part of its length, curve regularly to the 
lateral margins; both segmentation and grooves become obso-
lete a short distance from the margin, leaving a plain, undefined · 
marginal border. The entire surface of the pygidium is finely . 
punctate. 
Measurements.-Type specimen (Field Mus. No. P '11256). 
Length of cephalon on median line 9.5 mm., length including 
,genal angles 10 mm., width of cephalon 14.5 mm.; length of 
pygidium 9~2 mm., width 10.6 mm., width of axis on anterior 
margin of pygidium 3 mm" length of axis 7 mm. Another com-
plete cephalon gave the following: Length on median line 11 
mm., length including genal angles 12.5 mm., width 17.5 mm. 
Remarks.-The above description is ba.sed on the type speci-
men (Field Mus. No. P 11256) consisting of a complete cephalon 
and a nearly-complete pygidium. In ge~eral form this species 
resembles P. caUioephalus but differs from it in the following 
characters: In P. larrabeei the cephalon is longer in proportion 
to the width; the cheeks do not curve so abruptly to the lateral 
, 
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margins; the glabella is less inflated anteriorly; the pygidium 
is longer and ha~ more annulations and segments; the pustulose 
surface occurs only on the glabella; the surfaces of the 
palpebral lobes, oceipital ring and cheeks are punctate. 
The pygidium of P. larrabeei appears to be midway between 
P. caUicephalus and P. intermedius in form. The specific name 
is given in memory of the' late Ex-Governor William Larrabee . 
on whose property some of the specimens were collected. 
Locality and horizon,-More or less complete cephalons and 
pygidia are comparatively abundant in the Lower Maquoketa 
beds at Clermont, Elgin, and Bloomfield. The type specimen 
came from Clermont. 
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Explanation of Plate XIV. , ' 
IsoTELus IOWENSIS Owen, page 193. , 
F"ig. 1. View of the inner surface of the test, showing posi-
tion of the facial suture. 'Field Mus. No. P 11241. X 1. 
Fig. 2. Ventral view of a cephalon in the paleontological 
collection of the State University of Iowa, showing fornl. and 
position of the hypostoma and sutures: X 6/7. 
~a8 
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Iowa Geological Survel' PLATE XIV. 
2 'I 
• 
,. 
' . 
E;planatio:~ of ·r.1a~e '~v., 
Bp'¥Af?;rUsJ}1)l9KER~ ,Slocoml 'page ,~Ol .. 
Fig. 1. ;Later~l vjew of the ,h()lotype. X 7/8 .. . 
F~gs. 2, ,3.. p()rsal .3'I:ld lateral yi~wf? ,of th~ 'pa~atype in the 
p,:~leoIitologi~a~ golle<;tio;rll? pf the :Stat~ University' of ,Iowa. 
l,X ~/:9.. . 
, 
Fig,. ~.: ' D()rsa~ yie'Y' .of the par.atype..Fielq. Mus.. No.. P 
" . . 16708 . . ~. 7/$. 
MilllgALASPI$ BECKER! .Slocom~ pa~~ 1,96 .. 
Fig. 5. Dorsal' vi~w ,of the type specimen.. :x: 14/ 15. 
THALEOPS 9Y~TA Conrad, page '204. 
Fig. 6. Cranidium. Field, Mus,. No .. P 112597 Cl~rmont. 
X 13/ 14. 
Fig. 7. Dorsal view of a nearly ' complete specimen from 
Mineral Point, Wisconsin. No. 6901 University of Chicago. 
X 13/ 14. 
Fig. 8. Cephalon showing cheek spines, from Dixon, Illinois, 
No. 12584 :ITniversity ,of ,Chicago.. X 13/ 14. 
,NILEUS VIGIIJA:!:'S .¥eek and WortheE, page 199. 
Figs. ' 9 ~15,. Series illustrating yar,iations ~n size. :X 1. 
• . I 
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Explanation of Plate XVI. '. 
SPHAEROCORYFHE ¥AQUOKETENSIS Slocom, page 22H. 
Figs. 1, 2. Dorsal and lateral views Of the holotype. Field 
Mus. No. P 11152A.X 9/5. 
Fig. 3. Dorsal view of pygidium from Elgin. Field Mus. 
No. P 16954. X 1. 
Fig. 4. Ventral.view of a larger pygidium from Elgin. Field 
'Mus. No. P 17051. XL ' 
AMPHILICHAS RHINOCEROS Slqcom, page 206. 
Fig. 5. View of the inner surface bf the shell of a cranidium. 
The type specimen. Field Mus. No., P 11181. X 6/7. 
Fig. 6. Outline restoration from the type specimen. X 6/7. 
AMPHILICHAS CLERMONTENSIS Slocom, page 207. 
Fig. 7. Dorsal view of the type specimen. Field Mus. No. 
P 11257. X 6/ 7. 
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Explanation of · Plate XVII. 
OYBEI,OIDES IOWENSIS Slocom, page 213. 
Fig. 1. The holotype. Field Mus. No. P 16631. X 5/ 4. 
Figs. 2, 3. Dorsal and anterior views of the paratlYpe. Field 
Mus. No. P 17039. X 1. 
Fig~ 4. A detached free cheek showing form and positiqn of 
the eye. Field Mus. No. P 16633. X 5/ 4. 
ENCRINURUS PERNODOSUS Slocom, page 209. 
-Figs. 5, 6. Dorsal and lateral views of the holotype. Field 
Mus. No _ P 117038. X 3/ 2. 
Fig. 7. A detached pygidium. Field Mus. No. P 16930. X 1. 
OALYMENE FAYETTENSIS Slocom, page 216. 
Figs. 8, 9. Dorsal · and lateral vie'Y's of the type specimen. 
Field Mus. No. P 16755. X 3/ 2. , 
': 
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Explanation of Pla.te xvrn. 
OERAURUS MILLERANUS Miller and Gurlf>Y, page 221. 
Fig. 1. A complete cranidium. Fi~ld Mus. No. P 16853. ,X 1. 
Fig. 2. A pygidium with one spine missing. Field Mus. No. 
P 16925. X 1. 
Fig'. ,3. , The type specimen. No. 6062 University of Ohicago. 
XL ' 
OERAURUS ELGINENSIS 'Slocom, page 224. 
Fig. 4: The holotype. Field Mus. No. P 16630~" X 1. 
Fig. 5. A pygidium referred to this species. Field Mus. No. 
P 17030. X 1., 
OERA URI~US ,ICARUS (Billings), page 227. 
Figs. 6, 7. Two views of a coiled speciinen in the collection 
of Mr. A. G. Becker. X 1. 
Fig. 8. An imperfect cranidium sh<?wing the form of the 
facial suture and the posterior margin. "Field Mus. No. P 11150. 
X 1. . . I' 
Fig. 9 . . Ventral view of a complete pygidium. Field Mlls. 
No. P 11150. Xl. . " 
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Explanation of Plate XIX. " ...... " 
PTERYGOMETOPUS FREDRICK! Slocom, page 232. 
1fig~ 1. The type specimen. Field Mus. No. P 17024. X 3/.2. 
Fig· ,2. Dorsal -view of the cephalon of the a9Qve.. ,X 3/ 2. 
jF'~g. 3.. Outline drawing' of a lateral yiew .0f the same show-
in.~ 'tp.e form ,o(the glabella. X 3/ 2. . ' 
F~gs .. 4, ,5. Dorsal and lateral views of , .~ young specimen 
ref~rred to this species, in the collection of ~r. A .. ' G. Becker. 
X 3. 
PTERYGOMETOPUS LARRABEE! Slocom, page 235. 
Fig. 6. The holotype. Field Mus. No. P 11256. X 5/ 4. 
Fig. 7.. Outline drawing of a lateral view of the same show-
'ing form of the glabella. X 5/ 4. 
'Fig. 8. Pygidium associated with the holotype. X 5/ 4. 
OALYMENE GRAOILIS Slocom, page ·219. 
F ig. 9. The type specimen. Field Mus. No. P 17065. X 5/ 4. 
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